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Analysis of Ligand Binding by Proteins in Signaling Pathways
Using Structure and Sequence

By Andrew Allerton Bogan
Cellular signaling allows a cell to respond to its environment and is

therefore a fundamental aspect of any biological system. At the molecular
level, protein interactions with ligands are at the core of cellular signaling
networks. The principles of protein interaction with other proteins and with
small molecules are not fully understood. To analyze these interactions,
several novel approaches were used: (1) A database of protein interfaces for
which alanine scanning mutagenesis has been paired with quantitative
affinity measurements was constructed. Analysis of these data shows that
peripheral contacts serve to occlude bulk solvent from the hot spot of binding
affinity within the interaction surface. Furthermore, tryptophan, tyrosine, and
arginine are the preferred amino acids in these hot spots. An updated version
of this database is now available online. (2) A new approach for quantifying
the correlation between divergent receptors and their divergent ligands was
developed. It was used to show that chemokines and their receptors have co
evolved. From this framework, the prediction of interaction partners for
newly discovered chemokines or receptors may be possible. (3) Protein
interactions with small molecule ligands were also studied. Natural ligands of
nuclear receptors were found to have conserved molecular volumes, despite
their diverse chemistries. (4) The analysis of nuclear receptor interaction with
their ligands was extended to consider the sequence and structure of the NR
ligand binding domains (LBDs). The approach was applied to both the PPAR
^ and HNF40 LBDs. We argue that high-affinity natural ligands for PPAR-y
and HNF40 most likely exist. In the case of HNF40, a structural model of the
LBD was built to facilitate analysis of a variety of experimental results. A
specific charge pair was discovered that is proposed to play a critical role in
determining protein dimerization partners for nuclear receptors. The
structural consequences of MODY1 diabetes-linked mutations in HNF40 were
also analyzed.
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Introduction

Introduction

Binding of a protein to its ligand is involved in nearly every biological

process. In cellular signaling pathways, each step of signal transduction

typically involves the physical interaction of a protein macromolecule with

another molecule. It is at the level of protein interactions that the term

biophysics is perhaps most applicable. The physical interactions of

macromolecules with one another and with small molecules are at the very

center of biology.

Historically, a variety of approaches have been taken in the study of

protein interactions with their ligands. Techniques have spanned fields as varied

as genetics, biophysics, thermodynamics, chemistry, biochemistry, molecular

biology, and computer modeling. While no one approach has proved superior,

the wealth of information collected on protein binding has greatly enhanced our

understanding of protein interactions. However, the principles governing the

interactions of proteins with ligands remain elusive (Janin, 1995). While one

component of the affinity a protein has for its ligand is the surface area buried in

the interface (Chothia & Janin, 1975; Privalov, 1979), this says little about

specificity of interaction, which is of critical importance in biological function. It

is both the affinity and the specificity of protein ligand interactions that enable

signaling pathways to work. Thus, to understand signaling at a molecular level

will require a better understanding of protein ligand interactions.

In this dissertation, a variety of different research projects are brought

together by the single theme of using both protein structure and sequence to

characterize the ligand binding of proteins in signaling pathways. Chapter 1 is
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Introduction

focused on proteins that bind other proteins as their ligands of choice. These

protein-protein interactions are a special class of ligand binding that have been

extensively studied but are still not well understood (Janin, 1995). Because of the

large number of atoms involved in the interfaces, the vast range of possible

conformations for all the amino acid side chains involved, and the complexity of

solvent interactions in and around the surface, modeling these interactions

accurately has proven to be very difficult. However, where modeling has been

challenging, new experimental techniques have made major inroads into

elucidating certain aspects of protein-protein interactions. Alanine scanning

mutagenesis (Wells, 1991) has been used to selectively remove individual side

chains from an interface. By combining this technique with kinetic and

thermodynamic measurements, it has been shown that only a few residues in a

protein-protein interface contribute a large fraction of the total binding free

energy. These clusters of side chains that contribute a large amount to binding

affinity are called hot spots (Clackson & Wells, 1995). In Chapter 1, we use a

database of all the published hot spot analyses to study the detailed anatomy of

these special residues in protein interfaces.

Chapter 2 extends this work on protein binding and hot spots toward the

goal of building a flexible, searchable, web-based relational database that is both

current and updateable as new experiments in this field are published. The

Alanine Scanning Energetics database (ASEdb) is intended as a resource to all

scientists interested in studying protein-protein interactions. By compiling a

wealth of experimental data in a uniform, searchable format, it should enable

researchers to extend our analysis of protein hot spots in new directions well

beyond the scope of our original work.
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In Chapter 3, protein-protein interaction is considered from a different

perspective than the analysis of quantitative binding data with which we began.

The observation that many important proteins in cellular signaling pathways are

part of a large superfamily of related proteins led us to consider the co-evolution

of proteins and their interaction partners. Instead of trying to understand the

origins of biophysical energetics in particular interfaces, we pursued a broader

question of how divergent members of a receptor superfamily encode specificity

for particular members of their ligands' superfamily. This fundamental question

in cell signaling of how ligand specificity is determined and then maintained

during divergent evolution remains a challenge. In Chapter 3, we describe a

method for quantitatively measuring the degree of co-evolution between a

receptor superfamily and its corresponding ligand superfamily and apply the

method to two different test systems. The discovery of a high degree of co

evolution in the chemokine receptor system is particularly important because of

the role chemokines play in a wide variety of human diseases.

Chapter 4 moves the study of protein interactions to the realm of small

molecule ligands. The nuclear receptor superfamily, like the chemokine receptor

superfamily, consists of a variety of receptors produced through divergent

evolution. However, in the case of the nuclear receptors, their ligands are small

molecules, many of which are endocrine hormones. Because there is no accepted

method for building a small molecule phylogeny, we were unable to employ our

approach developed in Chapter 3 to analyze co-evolution. Instead, we

characterized some of the physical properties of the different known natural

ligands of nuclear receptors. Our discovery that the ligand volumes (but not the

molecular weights) were well conserved has implications in ligand design and in
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Introduction

the search for synthetic ligands for nuclear receptors. It also highlights one of the

shortcomings of using molecular weight as a de facto standard for molecular

volume, which is that heteroatoms, like iodine, have a mass that does not scale

with volume.

Needless to say, one cannot stop the analysis of protein-ligand

interactions with a simple look at the physical properties of the ligand. It is

important to take the protein into consideration as well. In the case of the

nuclear receptors, atomic resolution co-crystal structures of a ligand binding

domain (LBD) bound to ligand have been available since the experimental

determination of the structure of the thyroid hormone receptor LBD with ligand

bound (Wagner et al., 1995). Since 1995, many more structures have been solved,

allowing comparisons between structures and improving the ability to accurately

model related nuclear receptors of unknown structure.

In Chapter 5, the structure of an orphan nuclear receptor (PPAR-Y) is

discussed (Nolte et al., 1998), first with regard to possible natural ligands, and

then in the context of synthetic ligands that were developed as antidiabetic

drugs. The hypothesis that PPAR-Yis simply a fat sensor which binds to a

variety of fatty acids as its natural ligands (Nolte et al., 1998) is challenged based

on a thorough analysis of the known LBD structures and a wide variety of

related sequences from other species. Chapter 5 continues with the docking of

several known thiazolidenedione molecules into the ligand binding site.

Pioglitazone is shown to bind in a manner that is highly similar to that of

rosiglitazone, based on molecular mechanics minimization of a structural model

of the complex.
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Another application of a different type of structural modeling is to build a

homology model of protein structure based on sequence similarity to a protein of

known structure. In the case of HNF40, the template structure used in modeling

was the progesterone receptor ligand binding domain (Williams & Sigler, 1998).

This structural model is at the center of Chapter 6. A broad study of both

protein-protein and protein-small molecule interactions, Chapter 6 focuses on a

single nuclear receptor system, HNF40. By applying many of the techniques

described in other chapters in the context of copious experimental results, we

were able to make some sense of the unexpected behavior of this interesting
orphan nuclear receptor. We study the dimerization of HNF40 and show why it

is an obligate homodimer. The pair of buried salt bridges in the proposed dimer

interface almost certainly contribute to the hot spot of that protein-protein

interaction and are required not just for affinity, but also for specificity. The

small molecule ligand binding is analyzed using both the volumetric constraints

suggested in Chapter 4 and the sequence-based approaches introduced in

Chapter 5. Finally, the model structure is used to help understand the molecular

scale physical effects of a variety of disease-causing diabetes mutations. By

showing the benefits of simultaneously using the techniques developed in earlier

chapters for understanding HNF40 function, Chapter 6 helps to pull everything

together around the theme of using structure and sequence to analyze protein

interactions in signaling pathways.

While some scientific problems are still best solved by the focused

application of a single technique, this type of problem is rapidly disappearing

from the biosciences. In the case of understanding protein interactions in
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Introduction

signaling pathways, a myriad of approaches is required. Hopefully, in reading

this dissertation, the utility of combining macromolecular structure with

sequence analysis in the context of experimental data will become clear.
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This chapter was published as:
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Chapter 1

Summary

Binding of one protein to another is involved in nearly all biological

functions, yet the principles governing the interaction of proteins are not fully

understood. To analyze the contributions of individual amino acid residues in

protein-protein binding we have compiled a database of 2325 alanine mutants

for which the change in free energy of binding upon mutation to alanine has

been measured (available at http://motorhead.ucsf.edu/~thorn/hotspot). Our

analysis shows that at the level of side chains there is little correlation

between buried surface area and free energy of binding. We find that the free

energy of binding is not evenly distributed across interfaces; instead, there are

hot spots of binding energy made up of a small subset of residues in the dimer

interface. These hot spots are enriched in tryptophan, tyrosine, and arginine

and are surrounded by energetically less important residues that most likely

serve to occlude bulk solvent from the hot spot. Occlusion of solvent is found

to be a necessary condition for highly energetic interactions.

Keywords: protein-protein interaction; molecular recognition; alanine scanning

mutagenesis; hot spots; drug design
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The vast majority of proteins bind to other proteins at some time in their

existence in order to perform various functions. Processes as varied as

cytoskeletal remodeling, vesicle transport, and signal transduction are all

dependent on physical interactions between proteins, yet the principles that

govern the interaction of two protein surfaces remain elusive(Janin, 1995). With

the recent explosion in co-crystal structures of protein heterodimers that are

relevant therapeutic targets, the opportunity exists to design small molecules

with high specificity and affinity that block or alter protein-protein interactions.

However, this task has been extraordinarily difficult with the few limited

successes based primarily on luck and accident, not on rational design(Tilley et

al., 1997). Intelligent design of compounds that are capable of interfering with

protein-protein interactions requires an understanding of the sources of affinity

and specificity in each interface.

Most interfaces are composed of two relatively large protein surfaces with

good shape and electrostatic complementarity for one another(Janin, 1995; Janin,

1997; Jones & Thornton, 1996; Lawrence & Colman, 1993; McCoy et al., 1997).

Almost all of these interfaces bury more than 600 Å of total surface area and it is
often assumed that the energy of protein-protein binding is directly related to

buried hydrophobic surface area(Chothia & Janin, 1975; Horton & Lewis, 1992;

Jones & Thornton, 1996; Privalov, 1979). While this assumption holds up when

whole surfaces are studied, it gives little insight into the details of the

contributions of individual residues to binding. Previously, these contributions

have been studied using computational techniques(Krystek et al., 1993; Novotny

et al., 1989). To experimentally probe the energetic contributions of individual

side chains to protein binding, alanine scanning mutagenesis(Wells, 1991) has

been used to selectively remove individual side chains from an interface. By
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combining alanine scanning with kinetic and thermodynamic measurements, it

has been shown that despite the large size of binding interfaces, single residues

can contribute a large fraction of the binding free energy in an interface(Clackson

& Wells, 1995). However, the detailed anatomy of these hot spots remains
unclear.

In order to study protein-protein binding at the resolution of individual

amino acid residues in an interface (rather than making generalizations about

whole interfaces) we have compiled and analyzed a database of alanine mutants

of heterodimeric protein-protein complexes for which affinity measurements and

structural data are available. We have used this database to study the energetic

contributions of individual amino acid side chains to protein-protein binding and

to determine both the composition and common features of heterodimer

interfaces. At the resolution of individual side chains, we do not find a

correlation between buried hydrophobic surface area and energies, contrary to

the results for whole surfaces(Chothia & Janin, 1975; Horton & Lewis, 1992; Jones

& Thornton, 1996). Instead, we find a highly uneven distribution of energetic

contributions of individual residues across each interface, with certain residues

responsible for the bulk of the binding energy. This is generally true for all of the

protein heterodimer interfaces we have studied. We also find that hot spots of

binding energy are surrounded by a shell of energetically unimportant contacts

in all of the different protein interfaces we analyzed.

The interfaces included in our database are shown in Table 1. The typical

error of the measurements of change in free energy of binding (AAG) upon

mutation to alanine is ~ +0.5 kcal/mol. Mutants which result in non-specific

e
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Table 1.1. Alanine-scanning mutational analyses of interfaces included in our

Ala Scan References

(Chen & Shapiro, 1997)
(Shapiro & Vallee, 1992)
(Shapiro & Vallee, 1989)
(Schreiber & Fersht, 1993)
(Schreiber & Fersht, 1995)
(Castro & Anderson, 1996)
(Castro & Anderson, 1996)
(Dall'Acqua et al., 1996)
(Goldman et al., 1997)
(Dall'Acqua et al., 1996)
(Hawkins, 1993)
(Kam-Morgan et al., 1993)
(Lavoie et al., 1990)
(Tsumoto, 1995)
(Cunningham & Wells, 1993)
(Cunningham & Wells, 1989)
(Bass et al., 1991)
(Clackson & Wells, 1995)
(Cunningham & Wells, 1991)

(Cedergren et al., 1993)
(Chen & Shapiro, 1997)
(Gibbs et al., 1994)
(Ruf et al., 1995)
(Ruf et al., 1994)
(Kelley et al., 1995)
(Dickinson et al., 1996)

(Kelley & O'Connell, 1993)
(Zhu et al., 1995)
(Springer et al., 1994)
(Ashkenazi et al., 1990)
(Young et al., 1997)
(Reidhaar-Olson et al., 1996)
(Jin et al., 1992)
(Sauvé et al., 1991)
(Wang et al., 1997)
(Hebert et al., 1991)
(Muller et al., 1997)
(Muller et al., 1997)

database.

Interface
Dimler structures:

Angiogenin - RNase inhibitor

Barnase - Barstar

BPTI - Trypsin
BPTI - Chymotrypsin
D1.3 - E5.2

D1.3- Hen Egg Lysozyme

Hen Egg Lysozyme- HyFIEL
10

hCH - hCHbp

hCH - hPRLbp

Protein A - IgG1
RNase inhibitor - RNase A
Tissue Factor - Factor VIIa

Monomer structures:

AbAD5-5-p185HER2
bFGF - FGFR1b.

CD4-gp120
hC-CSF -hC-CSFbp

hGH - 21 Mabs
hiL2-hlD2Roff
IL4-IL4bp
IL8 - IL8R
VEGF - KDR
VEGF- 2 Mabs

PDB code of structure

1ang (angiogenin monomer)
1dfj (RNase monomer)
(Papageorgiou et al., 1997)
1brs

2ptc
1cbw
1dvf

1 Vfb

3hfm

3hhr

3hhr (hGH monomer)
(Somers, 1994)
1 fo2

1df
1dan

1 fu■ c

4fgf

3cd4
1rhg

3hhr
3ink
1rcb
3il8
(Muller et al., 1997)
(Muller et al., 1997)

11
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Table 1.1. Alanine-scanning mutational analyses of interfaces included in our database. Those

mutations for which Kd or EC50 had been measured were used. Mutations which were judged

by the authors of the paper to have gross effects on protein conformation were excluded.

Structures for either the protein monomer or the dimer studied were obtained from the

PDB(Bernstein et al., 1977) and solvent accessible surface areas were calculated for the mutated

side chains. The program NACCESS(Hubbard & Thornton, 1993) was used for calculations of

solvent accessible surface areas and all atoms beyond the alpha carbon were included. Standard

van der Waals radii and a probe radius of 1.4 A were used in the computation. In cases where

the dimer structure was available, the solvent accessible surface area of the side chains was

calculated both for the separated monomer and for the complex.

The database contains 2325 residues which have structural data for the monomer or

dimer and 402 which have structural data for the dimer. In general, residues with less than 10 Å2

of solvent accessible surface area in the monomer were considered to be buried and were not

included in the analysis.

º-º-2.
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destabilization of the complex (by unfolding of the monomer, for instance) have

been successfully excluded as evidenced by the relatively few mutants with

significant energy contributions that are not at the interface. The distribution of

amino acid types in the database (Table 2) is in good agreement with the

distribution of amino acid types on protein surfaces(Janin et al., 1988). For

residues that are in dimer interfaces, our database samples evenly across those
interfaces. Of the 168 residues in our database that are not in the heterodimer

interface, only 16 have a significant AAG (data not shown). The largest of these is

1.22 kcal/mol, a relatively small energetic contribution. Interestingly, 9 of these

16 residues are charged amino acids and only 69 of the 152 energetically

insignificant ones are charged. While this is not a statistically significant

difference, the charged residues may contribute to binding through electrostatic

steering(Janin, 1997) even though they are not in the dimer interface.

To determine if the buried surface area of a sidechain in a complex was

responsible for its energetic contribution to binding as determined by alanine

mutagenesis, we looked at all residues for which the complex structure was

available (calculations are described in the caption to Table 1). We find a poor

correlation (r = 0.44) between the energetic contributions of individual side

chains in protein-protein binding interfaces and the buried surface areas of those

side chains (Figure 1). Neither the change in total sidechain solvent accessible

surface area on complex formation (AASA) nor the sidechain AASA of

hydrophobic atoms is well correlated to the change in free energy on mutation of
that sidechain to alanine (AAG).

13
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Table 1.2. Amino acid preferences in hot spots

Amino Acid Number in '4 in database Number 22 % of type 2 2 Enrichment
database kcal/mol kcal/mol in hot spots

Arg 218 9.38 29 13.30 2.47
Asn 99 4.26 5 5.05 0.93

Asp 177 7.61 16 9.04 1.67
Cys 3 0.13 0 0 0
Gln 160 6.88 5 3.13 0.58
Glu 220 9.46 8 3.64 0.68
Gly 28 1.20 1 3.57 0.45
His 50 2.15 4 8.00 1.49
Ile 104 4.47 10 9.62 1.79
Leu 242 10.41 2 0.83 0.01

Lys 143 6.15 9 6.29 1.17
Met 69 2.97 2 2.90 0.54
Phe 166 7.14 5 3.01 0.56
Pro 89 3.83 6 6.74 1.25
Ser 178 7.66 2 1.12 0.21
Thr 131 5.63 2 1.53 0.28

Trp 19 0.82 4 21.05 3.91
Tyr 122 5.25 15 12.30 2.29
Val 107 4.60 0 0 0

The number and percentage of amino acids in the database of 2325 alanine mutations studied are

shown. The composition of the database is in rough agreement with the distribution of amino

acids on protein surfaces (Janin et al., 1988). The number and percentage of each residue type

with AAG > 2 kcal/mol is also given. Percentage of amino acid type with AAG > 2 kcal/mol is

calculated by dividing the number of a given residue type with AAG > 2 kcal/mol by the number

of that type of residue in the database. Enrichment in hot spots gives the fold enrichment of that

residue type in hot spots (AAG > 2 kcal/mol) over the database as a whole (e.g. a value of two

indicates the residue is twice as frequent in hot spots as in the database as a whole). The

distribution of these energetically important residues is very non-random, with certain amino

acids (Trp, Tyr, Arg) much more likely to be in hot spots than others (Val, Leu, Ser).
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Figure 1.1. Relationship between change in solvent accessible surface area and

free energies of binding. AASA was calculated as the difference between the

solvent-accessible surface area of the side chain in the complex and in the

separated monomer. Side chains which were largely buried in the monomer (<

10 A; exposed in the separated monomer) were excluded, as were those for
which mutation to alanine was reported to result in perturbation of the protein

structure. A poor correlation is observed between change in solvent accessible

surface area and change in free energy upon mutation to alanine. The complexes
used are listed in Table 1.

→ - -
* *
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Hot spots are protected from bulk solvent

Hot spots of binding energy located near the center of the interface are a

general property of the interfaces we examined (Figure 2), as was previously

shown for human growth hormone bound to its receptor(Clackson & Wells,

1995). The residues that make up each hot spot tend to cluster together near the

center of the interface; very few residues that contribute a large amount of

binding energy (>3.5 kcal/mol) are at the edge of an interface. There is no purely

geometric reason that hot spot residues should be in the center of interfaces; they

could just as easily be distributed around the perimeter. The hot spots in Figure

2 are self complementary across the interfaces; that is, the hot spot of one face

packs against the hot spot of its binding partner.
To determine why the hot spot residues we observe tend to be clustered

together at the center of an interface, we examined the role that occlusion of bulk
solvent from a side chain plays in determining the energetic contribution of that

residue to protein-protein binding. The loss of binding energy of a particular

sidechain upon mutation to alanine was plotted against the accessible surface

area of that sidechain in the complex (Figure 3). We find that for a residue to

have a large impact on the free energy of binding, it must be largely protected
from contact with bulk solvent (low or zero ASA). However, we also find that

many of the residues that are occluded from solvent do not make large

contributions to binding energy. Surprisingly, we find no residues with high

solvent accessibility that make large contributions to AAG. This suggests that

while exposure to bulk solvent prevents a residue from contributing greatly to

the overall binding free energy, solvent occlusion is a necessary, but not a
sufficient, condition for a residue to be in a hot spot. It is not surprising that this
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Figure 1.2. Mapping of AAG of individual residues onto their location in the

complexes. The complexes have been opened by 180° rotation around the x axis

and water molecules have been omitted. Residues are colored by their energetic

contribution to the interface: < 0.5 kcal/mol: blue; 0.5 to 2.0 kcal/mol: green; 2.0

to 3.5 kcal/mol: yellow; >3.5 kcal/mol: red; no data: dark grey; not in interface:

white. The energetic contribution of specific residues for a) the D1.3-E5.2

antibody complex (PBD 1dvf), b) the barnase-barstar complex (PDB 1brs), and c)

the human growth hormone-receptor site 1 complex (PDB 3h.hr). These

complexes were selected on the basis of thorough alanine scanning sampling of

the binding interface.

The hot spots of binding energy are near the center of the interfaces and

are sealed from bulk solvent by surrounding residues of less energetic

significance. While a few hot spot residues appear to be at the edge of the

interface, they are largely occluded from solvent by residues on the

complementary face of their partner. There is no purely geometric reason the hot

spots should be in the center of the interfaces and not at the edges. Figure

prepared using MOLSCRIPT(Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3D(Bacon & Anderson,

1988; Merritt & Murphy, 1994).
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Figure 1.3. Correlation between solvent accessibility of interface residues in a

complex and side chain contribution to free energy of binding. The same set of

residues as in Figure 1 was used. Solvent accessibility of the interface residues

was calculated for the complexed structure. The left side of the graph (0 A.
solvent accessibility) corresponds to completely buried; the right to highly

exposed. Solvent inaccessibility in the complex (left side of the graph) can occur

either if the side chain is largely buried by its neighbors in the monomer or by

burial due to the neighboring residues from its binding partner. This shows that

a high degree of burial is necessary, but not sufficient, for a large energetic

contribution to binding. Some residues with a high degree of solvent

accessibility in the complex (> 80 A3, right side of the graph) are still capable of

burying a significant amount of surface area in the complex, yet none of these

occur in hot spots.

-
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condition is insufficient, since other factors, like complementarity of the van der

Waals surface in the interface, surely contribute to the free energy of binding.

The vast majority of protein heterodimer interfaces are larger than

600A2(Jones & Thornton, 1996). We suggest that this cutoff corresponds to a

minimum area required to make a water-tight seal around a critical set of

energetically favorable interactions. For example, the buried surface area of the

human growth hormone receptor hot spot plus the neighboring residues (within

4A) is 621 A3. This area is remarkably similar to the minimum interface size

observed in previous studies(Jones & Thornton, 1996), yet is less than half of the

area buried on the receptor in complex with hCH (1,300 A2).
A necessary condition for high affinity interactions is the exclusion of bulk

solvent from the interacting residues (burial of the interacting residues). In many

protein-small molecule interactions, this exclusion of solvent is achieved by

burying the small molecule ligand in a deep pocket on the protein surface.

However, since protein-protein interfaces are often flat, deep pockets are not

usually available for burying interacting residues. In these interactions exclusion

of solvent from hot spot residues is achieved by a surrounding set of contacts

that are energetically unimportant (analogous to an O-ring in a pipe fitting). This

O-ring is required because it occludes bulk solvent, thereby generating suitable

effective dielectric and solvation conditions for a hot spot of interaction energy.

For electrostatic and hydrogen bonding interactions, a lower effective dielectric

increases the interaction strength. The energetic benefit of occluding bulk

solvent from hydrophobic interactions is less clear. In simulations of protein

unfolding it has been shown that solvation of hydrophobic residues plays a

critical role in the unfolding process(Karplus & Sali, 1995). We believe that a

similar mechanism operates in the dissociation of protein-protein interfaces.

Occlusion of bulk solvent by the O-ring may retard attack of water molecules on

* *
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hydrophobic residues in the hot spot and increase interaction affinity by slowing

dissociation. As the primary role of the O-ring is to occlude bulk solvent from

the hot spot, an alanine mutation in it might have little or no effect on binding

affinity as long as bulk solvent was still blocked by the contact of the methyl side

chain and protein backbone.

Alanine-shaving, which is the process of making multiple simultaneous

alanine mutations, has been used to experimentally test the role of affinity inert

side chains. One study(Jin & Wells, 1994) found a less than 10-fold drop in

affinity when 16 energetically unimportant residues were simultaneously
mutated to alanine in the interface between human growth hormone and a

monoclonal antibody. However, without a structure of the complex it is not

known if these mutations disrupt the O-ring. We have calculated the change in

solvent accessible surface area for the hot spot of the human growth hormone

(hGH) receptor binding site 1 (PDB 3hhr) using the alanine shaves reported in a

recent study(Clackson et al., 1998). We removed atoms beyond the CB from the
PDB coordinates for each shaved residue and calculated the solvent accessible

surface area of the hCH receptor hot spot (E44, W104, P106, E127, D164)

following the method in Table 1. The largest change in hot spot solvent
accessible surface area we find is 4.2 A, for the shaved mutant h(H receptor [B+
C +D] (S98A, S102A, E120A, K121A, Q166A, K167A, V171A). Shave [A'] (N72A,

TZ3A, Q74A, E75A, W76A, W80A) increases the solvent accessibility of the hot

spot by only 3.3 Å2 whereas shave [E] (Q216A, R217A, N218A) has no effect on
the solvent accessibility of the hot spot. These small changes in solvent

accessibility of the hot spot are in agreement with the high affinities for hormone

reported for these shaved mutant receptors. Our results show that alanine
shaving often fails to significantly increase the solvent accessibility of the hot

: º
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spot in a complex. This may explain why alanine shaved mutants often have

similar binding affinities to wild type proteins.

Much to our surprise, we found that if one assumes no sidechain

rearrangement, it is extraordinarily difficult to expose a hot spot to bulk solvent

by alanine shaving, even if both sides of the interface are simultaneously shaved.

Truncation to alanine of all 46 affinity inert side chains (AAG & 1.5 kcal/mol) in

the hCH and hCH receptor interface resulted in a calculated increase in solvent

accessible surface of only 56% (60.6 A.) for the hCH receptor hot spot. In other

words, alanine side chains and the protein backbone appear to be largely

sufficient to exclude solvent from a neighboring hot spot. It is possible that

disrupting an O-ring by prying it open (for example, by tryptophan-scanning

mutagenesis) would be easier than cutting a hole in it with alanine shaving.

Added to the difficulty of breaking an O-ring with alanine shaving is the

apparent structural plasticity of heavily mutated interfaces. A recent

structure(Atwell, 1997) of a single hot spot mutant of human growth hormone

receptor bound to a high affinity pentamutant human growth hormone shows

massive structural rearrangements in the interface. Main chain and side chain

atoms that are 15 A from the epicenter of these mutations moved by as much as 3
A relative to their wild-type neighbors(Atwell, 1997). However, for our database

of alanine mutants, these results are not a problem, since single alanine mutants

are unlikely to generate any such plasticity. In fact, the same report has also

shown that for a triple alanine mutant of energetically inert residues, there were

no major structural changes from the wild-type complex.

Perhaps the most compelling data in support of the O-ring hypothesis are

those in Figure 3, which show that occlusion of bulk solvent is a necessary

condition for residues to be in hot spots. Since all of the hot spot residues are

mostly shielded from bulk solvent (> 70% burial on average), we suggest that the
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O-ring serves to establish a nonaqueous environment with an effective dielectric

constant at the hot spot significantly decreased from the dielectric of water. The

O-ring also shields hot spot residues from attack by bulk solvent, presumably

decreasing the dissociation rate. The resulting hot spot environment should

therefore favor residues capable of both hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic

interactions. This is precisely what we observe in Table 2, with tryptophan,

arginine, and tyrosine as the preferred residues in hot spots.

Amino acid preferences in hot spots

The distribution of percentages of different amino acid types that occur in

hot spots (contribute more than 2 kcal/mol to a binding interaction) in our

database is strikingly non-random (Table 2). Only three amino acids appear in

hot spots with a frequency of more than 10%. Twenty-one percent of

tryptophans, 13.3% of arginines, and 12.3% of tyrosines are in hot spots.

However, many amino acids are found in hot spots very rarely. Less than 3% of

the leucines, methionines, serines, threonines, and valines in our database are in

hot spots. It has been shown that most hydrophobic residues are predominantly

found in the interior of proteins, while polar and charged residues are preferred

on surfaces(Tsai, 1997). Interestingly, tryptophan and tyrosine are found on

surfaces and in interiors with nearly identical frequencies, the only two

hydrophobic residues for which this is true(Tsai, 1997). These hydrophobic

residues may be found frequently on protein surfaces in order to form the

interior cores of certain protein dimer interfaces. Tryptophan, tyrosine, and

arginine are also found more frequently in interfaces than they are in proteins in
general; however, this is true of many amino acids(Tsai, 1997). An enrichment of

tyrosine and tryptophan as well as a discrimination against valine, isoleucine,
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and leucine in antibody CDR sequences has been previously noted (Padlan, 1990).

This was proposed to be due to aromatic residues contributing binding energy

through the hydrophobic effect without a large entropic penalty because they

have few rotatable bonds. Another study on several protease/inhibitor

complexes(Krystek et al., 1993) found that “non-entropic" amino acids (alanine,

proline, glycine, and cysteine) accounted for a large percentage of residues at the

contact surface. Because these residues are not usually mutated in alanine scans,

we cannot comment on the energies they contribute to binding.

The non-random composition of hot spots (Table 2) demonstrates that

certain amino acids are preferred in the high energy interactions between

proteins in a heterodimer. We do not see a preference for a single type of amino

acid, such as hydrophobic or charged residues. In fact, the three most common

amino acids in the hot spots analyzed here (Trp, Arg, Tyr) include two

reasonably hydrophobic aromatic residues and one positively charged amino

acid. One explanation is that amino acids capable of making multiple types of

favorable interactions are preferred in the lowered effective dielectric

environment of hot spots. Tryptophan, for example, can contribute aromatic ■ t

interactions, a hydrogen bonding donor, and a large hydrophobic surface.

Likewise, tyrosine offers not only hydrophobic surface, but also both aromatic t

interactions and the hydrogen bonding ability of its 4-hydroxyl. Presumably,

tyrosine's ability to hydrogen bond explains why tyrosine is more than 3 times

more likely to be in hot spots (on a percentage basis) as phenylalanine (Table 2).

This finding excludes the possibility that our results reflect free energy changes

due to cavity formation since tyrosine and phenylalanine have nearly identical
Volumes. Arginine, too, is capable of multiple types of favorable interaction. It

has the ability to form a hydrogen bond network with up to 5 H-bonds and a salt
bridge with its positively charged guanidinium motif. The electron
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delocalization of the guanidinium ■ t-system has a pseudo aromatic character.

Also, arginine has three methylene carbons, which are all hydrophobic in
character.

It is also interesting to note that aspartate is favored over glutamate,

appearing in hot spots more than twice as often (Table 2). Similarly, asparagine

is more prevalent in hot spots than glutamine. These differences are presumably

due to differences in side chain conformational entropy(Lee et al., 1994).

Curiously, we find that isoleucine, which appears in hot spots with a frequency

of 9.62%, is more than 10 times as common in hot spots as leucine (0.83%) despite

the fact that they are isomers with essentially identical chemistry. Based on these

principles of amino acid preferences in hot spots, it may be possible to predict

hot spots in an interface without exhaustive mutagenesis and thermodynamic

analysis and thus design minimized mimics of these interfaces much more

rapidly. An evolutionary trace method based on conservation of important

residues has proven useful in finding interaction surfaces common to protein

families(Lichtarge et al., 1996). Our approach might allow this method to be

extended to proteins where evolutionary data is limited.

Implications for drug design

In contrast to protein-protein targets, the design of small molecule ligands

for various enzymes has been quite successful. Unlike the reasonably large and

flat interfaces seen in many protein heterodimers, most enzymes have deep

pockets on their surface in which ligands can bind. The pocket is often the
enzyme active site, so the rational design of inhibitors is possible without

including an O-ring in the designed ligand because the deep pocket that is

provided by the enzyme presumably performs the same function (occlusion of
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* ,

bulk solvent). Many examples exist of successfully designed ligands for º
enzymes. Agouron Pharmaceutical's nelfinavir (Viracept or AG-1343), for &

example, is a potent inhibitor of HIV-1 protease that was recently approved for –
clinical use(Patick et al., 1996). Likewise the Hoffman-La Roche, Ltd. compound º
Ro 46-6240 was rationally designed as an inhibitor of thrombin and is currently >

in clinical development as an antithrombotic agent(Hilpert et al., 1994).

Numerous other examples of high affinity rationally designed small molecule

ligands exist, essentially all of which have enzyme targets(Charifson & Kuntz,

1997). The observation that ligand design has been most successful for proteins "… º
with deep pockets supports the concept that occlusion of bulk solvent is a º º
necessary condition for tight binding. ºrs º º > *

Recently some peptides and small molecules have been designed to bind ■ º: º
to protein interface surfaces. These mimetics include peptide agonists of the –3 /
erythropoietin (EPO) and thrombopoietin (TPO) receptors that were selected by * . . e. 7.
phage display(Cwirla et al., 1997; Livnah et al., 1996). An analysis of the complex -:

- * *
s

of EPO receptor with its peptide agonist show that the features of the peptide- > __2
---

protein interface are generally similar to the protein-protein interfaces we have ---
* º

studied. Of the eight residues conserved in the selected peptides, seven have less sº -*-

than 25 A* of surface area accessible to solvent in the complex. The one s
exception, proline 10, is probably important for stabilizing a B-turn. The EPO º
receptor and the non-conserved regions of the peptide appear to occlude bulk )
solvent from the presumed hot spot (the conserved residues) in a manner similar º
to the other interfaces we have studied. Non-peptidic small molecule mimics •

have proven more difficult to design. Recent attempts to design small molecules
*

that block protein-protein interactions have resulted in compounds with *

micromolar affinities(Judice, 1997, Li et al., 1998; Tilley et al., 1997); we propose

&
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that one possible difficulty is the failure to sufficiently exclude solvent from the

hot spot mimics.

As drug design moves toward both mimicking and modulating protein

protein interactions, it becomes increasingly important to understand the forces

that govern those interactions. Our results indicate that the affinity of a protein

interface depends not only on an energetically critical hot spot located near the

center of the interface, but also on a surrounding seal of contacting residues that

may establish the correct solvation environment by occluding bulk solvent from

the hot spot. Much of the solvent occlusion is provided by the main chain and

CB atoms adjacent to the hot spot which explains why alanine shaving has little

effect on affinity. Small molecules designed with a built-in O-ring may be able to

modulate or even mimic an entire protein surface in a functionally important

protein-protein interaction. Furthermore, the rapid determination of hot spot

residues in new structures based on the principles we have outlined may speed

development of small molecule competitive inhibitors of protein-protein
interactions.
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Abstract

Summary: The Alanine Scanning Energetics database (ASEdb) is a searchable

database of single alanine mutations in protein-protein, protein-nucleic acid, and

protein-small molecule interactions for which binding affinities have been

experimentally determined. In cases where structures are available, it contains

surface areas of the mutated side chain and links to the PDB entries. It is useful

for studying the contribution of single amino acids to the energetics of protein

interactions, and can be updated by researchers as new data are generated.

Availability: ASEdb is accessible on the Web at http://www.asedb.org.
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Protein interactions with other proteins and with nucleic acids have been

widely studied from both structural and energetic perspectives (Janin, 1995;

Janin, 1997; Jones & Thornton, 1996; Jones et al., 1999; Larsen et al., 1998;

Lawrence & Colman, 1993; McCoy et al., 1997). One technique that has been

extremely useful in understanding the principles of protein interactions is

alanine scanning mutagenesis followed by the measurement of each mutant's

effect on binding (Clackson & Wells, 1995; Wells, 1991). However, a significant

challenge in understanding these underlying principles has been the absence of a

central repository for this data, which is published in a myriad of journals.

In a protein-protein interface, a small subset of the buried amino acids

typically contribute the majority of binding affinity as determined by the change

in the free energy of binding (AAG) upon mutation of the residue to alanine.

Collectively, the residues in the dimer interface that contribute the majority of

the free energy of binding are called the hot spot (Bogan & Thorn, 1998; Clackson

et al., 1998; Clackson & Wells, 1995). In studying protein-protein interactions, it

is useful to characterize the hot spots within a binding interface. It has recently

been shown that some hot spots of protein interaction show a high propensity for

interaction with a variety of dimer partners (DeLano et al., 2000). This suggests

that understanding protein hot spots may be useful not only for the analysis of a

single protein-protein dimer, but also for determining likely sites of interaction

for other binding partners.

To provide a centralized repository for alanine scanning data, we have

constructed ASEdb, the Alanine Scanning Energetics database (www.asedb.org).

ASEdb is a searchable relational database built with MySQL (www.mysql.com)
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containing alanine scanning data that is both current and capable of being

updated as new energetic and structural data are published. The ASEdb

includes the published experimental data used in finding hot spots of protein

interaction. It contains alanine-scanning mutational analyses of interfaces for

which changes in binding energy have been measured (Table 2.1). High

resolution structure coordinates for the protein system studied were obtained

from the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977) and are cross-referenced to the

corresponding mutations. Each mutant is also cross-referenced to the original

publication that contained the experimental data.

In addition to AAG data, structures, and literature references, for each

mutant the solvent accessible surface areas were calculated for the side chain.

The program NACCESS (Hubbard & Thornton, 1993) was used for calculations

of solvent accessible surface areas and all atoms beyond the q-carbon were

included. Standard van der Waals radii and a probe radius of 14A were used for

this computation. In cases where the dimer structure was available, the solvent

accessible surface area of the mutated side chains was calculated both for the

separated monomer and for the complex.

ASEdb contains 2919 mutants of which 1953 have structural data for the

monomer and 580 have structural data for the dimer. Mutations which were

judged by the authors of the original research paper to have gross effects on

protein conformation were excluded from the database.

Prior to the construction of the ASEdb relational database, a subset of this

data was used to analyze the general properties of hot spots in protein interfaces

(Bogan & Thorn, 1998). Several other recent studies have also used this data.
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Table 2.1. Initial contents of the ASEdb relational database.

Interface' PDB code of structure

Dimer structures:
Angiogenin - RNase inhibitor 1a-4y
Barnase - Barstar 1brs
BPTI - Chymotrypsin 1cbw
BPTI - Trypsin 2ptc
D1.3 - E5.2 1dvf
D1.3 - Hen Egg Lysozyme 1 Vfb
Hen Egg Lysozyme - HyHEL-10 3hfm
hCH - høHbp 3h.hr
Im9 – E9 DNase 1b)&i
Mcm1 – Binding Site DNA 1mnm
Protein A - IgG1 1 foº
RNase Inhibitor - RNase A 1dfj
SEC3 – TCR Vb 1jck
Tissue Factor – Fab5G9 1ahw
Tissue Factor - Factor VIIa 1dan

Monomer structures:
AbAD5-5-p185HER2 1 foc
bFGF - FGFR1b 4fgf
Bovine Profilin I – Rabbit Actin 1pne
CD2 — CD48 1cdc
CD4-gp120 3cd4
Erabutoxin A - AChR 5ebx
Erabutoxin A — Maz-3 5ebx
hC-CSF -hC-CSFbp 1rhg
hCH - hPRLbp 3h.hr
hCH - 27 mAbs 3h.hr
hiL2-hlD2Roff 3ink
IGF-1 — IGF-1R 2gf1
IGF-1 — IGFbp-1 2gf1
IL6 — m/Ab8 1il6
IL4 - IL4bp 1rcb
IL8 - IL8R 3il8
NT-3–gp75 1 nt3
NT-3 - trkC 1 nt3

SCTCR Vb – SEC3-1 A4 1jck

'References for all data are included in the database.
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Two groups have analyzed high resolution structural data of protein interfaces in

the context of binding energetics (Lo Conte et al., 1999; Vaughan et al., 1999).

Another structurally focused survey characterized the role of solvent in protein

interfaces (Janin, 1999). The electrostatic aspects of protein-protein interactions

have also been analyzed in the context of the mutagenesis data included in

ASEdb (Sheinerman et al., 2000). A recent application of the database was to

establish a novel parameter for the analysis of protein structure and stability,

residue depth (Chakravarty & Varadarajan, 1999). This parameter extends

accessible surface area to take into account the depth of the amino acid from the

protein surface. Finally, a sequence-based analysis of evolutionarily conserved

residues in interfaces was reported and shown to correspond well with trends in

the ASEdb mutagenesis data (Hu et al., 2000).

The ASEdb can readily be queried to retrieve the specific types of data

required by the user. For example, one can search specifically for mutations that

cause a change in AG of binding > 3.5 kcal/mol. These mutants can be further

specified to have a narrow range of change in solvent accessible surface area

upon binding (perhaps between 20 and 40 A"). The mutants meeting the search
Criteria can then be viewed in the web browser or saved as a text file for further

analysis.

In the future, ASEdb will continue to be updated. To keep the database

current, submission of new data is encouraged. Mutagenesis and binding data

should be from peer-reviewed, published sources and can be submitted directly

from the ASEdb web site (www.asedb.org). All submitted data will be edited for

proper formatting.
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The divergent evolution of proteins in cellular signaling pathways

requires ligands and their receptors to co-evolve, creating new pathways when

a new receptor is activated by a new ligand. However, information about the

evolution of binding specificity in ligand-receptor systems is difficult to

capture from sequences alone. We have used phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK),

an enzyme that forms its active site between its two domains, to develop a

standard for measuring the co-evolution of interacting proteins. The N
terminal and C-terminal domains of PGK form the active site at their interface

and are covalently linked. Therefore, they must have co-evolved to preserve

enzyme function. By building two phylogenetic trees from multiple sequence

alignments of each of the two domains of PGK, we have calculated a

correlation co-efficient for the two trees that quantifies the co-evolution of the

two domains. The correlation coefficient for the trees of the two domains of

PGK is 0.79, which establishes an upper bound for the co-evolution of a

protein domain with its binding partner. The analysis is extended to ligands

and their receptors, using the chemokines as a model. We show that the

correlation between the chemokine ligand and receptor trees' distances is 0.57.

The chemokine family of protein ligands and their G-protein coupled

receptors (GPCRs) have co-evolved so that each subgroup of chemokine

ligands has a matching subgroup of chemokine receptors. The matching

subfamilies of ligands and their receptors create a framework within which

the ligands of orphan chemokine receptors can be more easily determined.

This approach can be applied to a variety of ligand and receptor systems.

Keywords: co-evolution; protein interaction; ligand binding; G-protein

coupled receptors; chemokines; orphan receptors
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The functions of proteins in biological systems are determined by the

physical interactions that the proteins make with other molecules. Protein

protein binding is a subset of these interactions that is of primary importance in

metabolic and signaling pathways. Proteins and their interaction partners must

co-evolve so that any divergent changes in one partner's binding surface are

complemented at the interface by their interaction partner (Atwell et al., 1997;

Jespers et al., 1999; Moyle et al., 1994; Pazos et al., 1997). Otherwise, the

interaction between the proteins is lost, along with its function. However, the co

evolution of interaction partners at the level of whole protein families is not well

understood. Most of our current understanding of these interactions comes from

genetic and biochemical experiments such as the common yeast two-hybrid

assay (Fields & Song, 1989). Here, we consider if evolutionary information, in

the form of statistical comparisons between the phylogenetic trees of protein

families that interact with one another, can be used to recognize these

interactions.

Recent advancements in using sequence information from completed

genomes have improved the ability to predict general groups of interaction

partners in the absence of experimental data using computational techniques.

Two of these methods rely on gene fusion events to predict likely interacting

genes, based on the assumption that genes that become fused into a single gene

in any organism are likely to interact in other organisms (Enright et al., 1999;

Marcotte et al., 1999a). Another approach has been to compare the presence and

absence of homologous genes across multiple genomes to infer the involvement

of a particular gene in a pathway involving other genes with similar profiles

re-sº
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across multiple genomes (Pellegrini et al., 1999). A combined algorithm that

incorporates these approaches, and also messenger RNA expression

comparisons, has recently been published (Marcotte et al., 1999b). These

approaches are quite useful for broadly defining functions of uncharacterized

genes in completed genomes and for building general pathway information.

However, they are not optimized to analyze the correlated divergent evolution of

proteins and their interaction partners within a single ligand-receptor signaling

system.

Ligand receptor systems often have multiple ligands that interact with a

single receptor, or conversely, many receptors for a single ligand. To understand

the co-evolution of a ligand gene family with its corresponding receptor gene

family, it is necessary to quantify the correlated divergent evolution of the two

families while including the biologically relevant pairings between ligands and

receptors that are known to interact functionally. We have developed a method

to quantitatively measure the correlation between the phylogenetic tree of a

ligand family with the phylogenetic tree of a receptor family. The co-evolution

of two interacting protein domains fused into a single gene was used to establish

a guideline for analyzing the co-evolution of proteins and their interaction

partners.

Co-evolution of Domains in a Single Protein

The co-evolution of domains within a single protein is better understood

than the co-evolution of proteins that are produced from different genes. Since

domains within a single protein are covalently linked to one another by the
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polypeptide chain, the relationship between any two domains that interact with

one another is one to one. We have chosen phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) as a

model system for quantifying co-evolution.

PGK is a two domain protein with the enzyme active site formed by the

interface between the two domains (Figure 3.3.1) (Banks et al., 1979; Blake &

Evans, 1974). PGK catalyzes the transfer of a phosphoryl-group from 1,3-bis

phosphoglycerate to ADP to form 3-phosphoglycerate and ATP, a critical step in

glycolysis. A functional active site is achieved by the closing of the hinge

between the two domains which positions the two substrates for the reaction

(Bernstein et al., 1997). Since the function of this enzyme depends on an active

site that is formed between two independent domains, a working enzyme

requires the two domains to have co-evolved. Any change in the N-terminal

domain that perturbs the activity of the enzyme must be selected against, or

subsequently compensated for, by a correlated change in the C-terminal domain.

Because these two interacting domains are covalently linked, there is no

ambiguity about each domain's interaction partner. For these reasons, PGK can

be viewed as an example of co-evolution between two interacting domains. It is

an ideal example for our statistical method of quantifying co-evolution between

binding partners.

A multiple sequence alignment of PGKs from a vast array of species built

with PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) was divided into two independent

alignments, one for the N-terminal domain and another for the C-terminal

domain (Figure 3.3.1). The short linking regions, which are not directly involved

in forming the active site, were left out of the two domain alignments. Two

phylogenetic trees were generated based on the pairwise sequence distances in
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Figure 3.1. A ribbon diagram of the T. maritima phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK)

structure (PDB 1vpe). The N-terminal domain (residues 2-172) is in red, the C

terminal domain (residues 187-376) is in green, and the hinge region (residues

173-186 and 377-399) are in yellow. The active PGK complex exhibits a hinge

motion between the two terminal domains, bringing the two substrate ligands, 3

phosphoglycerate (blue) and ADP (grey) into close proximity (Bernstein et al.,
1997). The functional active site is formed at the interface of the two domains.
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the alignments, one tree for each domain (Figure 3.2). To quantify the similarity

of the two trees we calculated the linear correlation coefficient between the set of

all pairwise distances in tree 1 (N-terminal domain) with the equivalent distances

in tree 2 (C-terminal domain) based on the actual covalent linkages between the

domains (see Methods). For the N and C-terminal domain trees, the correlation

coefficient was 0.79:E0.01, with a z-score of 41.91 (Table 3.1), indicating that the

divergent evolution of the N-termini from one another is highly correlated to the

divergent evolution of the C-termini from one another.

To validate that this correlation was a meaningful measure of the co

evolution of the two domains, we recalculated the correlation coefficient using

randomly chosen incorrect pairings between the domains. N and C-terminal

domains from a single PGK gene were therefore not paired with one another, but

were incorrectly matched with a domain from a different PGK. The correlation

coefficient between the trees for these non-binding pairs was 0.00+0.02, with a z

score of 0.29 (Table 3.1). The lack of correlation between mismatched pairs

serves as a control for our analysis method and shows that the correct linkage of

domains with their real binding partners is required to observe co-evolution. To

further control for the effects of speciation, as opposed to co-evolution, we also

calculated the correlation coefficient between the tree for full length PGKs from

17 different species and a tree for topoisomerases (an enzyme that does not

interact with PGK) from the same 17 species. The correlation coefficient for these

two trees is 0.54+0.08 with a z-score of 6.25. This lower correlation coefficient

suggests that, while speciation is an important effect, the higher correlation
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between the trees of the PGK N and C-terminal domains is due to co-evolution

and not just speciation.

Table 3.1. Correlation coefficients and related statistics

PGK N-Terminus and PGK C-Terminus

Binding Pairs:
Correlation Coefficient: 0.79–0.01
z-score: 41.91
P-value: 0.00

Non-Binding Pairs:
Correlation Coefficient: 0.00+0.02
z-score: 0.29
P-value: 0.77

Chemokines and Chemokine Receptors

Binding Pairs:
Correlation Coefficient: 0.57+0.02
z-score: 21.82
P-value: 0.00

Non-Binding Pairs:
Correlation Coefficient: 0.01±0.03
z-score: 0.41
P-value: 0.68

Human-only Chemokines and Chemokine Receptors

Binding Pairs:
Correlation Coefficient: 0.44+0.04
z-score: 11.23

PGKs and Topoisomerases:

Species Pairs:
Correlation Coefficient: 0.54+0.08
z-score: 6.25

Binding pairs refer to the pairs of interacting partners used in our statistical analysis (see

Methods). They are either covalently linked (in the case of PGK's two domains) or

experimentally known to bind one another (in the case of the chemokines and their receptors).

Non-binding pairs were chosen at random and are not believed to interact. Since PGKs and

topoisomerases do not bind to one another, pairings were done by species.
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The quantitative recognition of the co-evolution of the two domains of

PGK was fully expected, since the two domains are linked to one another and

must interact in order to function as an enzyme. However, a perfect correlation

was not seen, since irregularities in the coordinated evolution of a single gene do

occur, albeit relatively infrequently. For example, gene duplication or acquisition

followed by domain swapping might allow for pairings of N and C-terminal

domains that did not diverge together. It appears that this type of unexpected

pairing of distantly related domains has occurred in the black spruce tree Picea

mariana. Its PGK C-terminal domain clusters with those of other closely related

viridiplantae whose PGKs appear to come from a eubacterial lineage (Figure

3.2b). However, the N-terminal domain of Picea mariana PGK is more similar to

the eukaryotic aveolata than to the other viridiplantae N-termini, which remain

with the eubacterial lineage (Figure 3.2a). The clustering of viridiplantae and

euglenozoa PGKs within the eubacterial lineage (Figure 3.2, in green and pink)

suggests that, in those groups of eukaryotes, PGK has most likely evolved from

the genetic material of an organelle with eubacterial origins.

For a two domain protein like PGK, most of these domain swapping

events are selected against, since function is rarely preserved. Picea mariana PGK

is clearly an exception, not the rule. A few other organisms, such as Drosophila

melanogaster and Plasmodium falciparum, show poor correlation between the two

PGK domains in Figure 3.2, but the vast majority have clearly co-evolved. We

conclude that a reasonable upper bound for a correlation coefficient in a system

that has co-evolved is approximately 0.8. With this standard in mind from the
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PGK example, it is possible to evaluate the co-evolution of more complicated

systems, such as ligands and their receptors.
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Chapter 3

Figure 3.2. The phylogenetic trees of the N-terminal and C-terminal domains of

PGK. (a) N-terminal domains and (b) C-terminal domains of PGK cluster into

separate kingdoms of eukaryotes (blue), eubacteria (pink), and archae (yellow).

The eukaryotic groups of viridiplantae and euglenozoa cluster among the

eubacteria sequences indicating that, for this enzyme, these sequences are

evolutionarily closer to orthologs in eubacteria than to orthologs in other

eukaryotes.
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Chapter 3

Co-evolution of Ligands and Receptors

Ligands and receptors, like interacting domains, must co-evolve both to

preserve necessary signaling pathways and to allow for the creation of new

pathways during the evolution of an organism. However, it has been quite

difficult to quantify or visualize the co-evolution of ligands and their receptors.

We have applied our technique for measuring co-evolution to a ligand-receptor

system that is well suited for this analysis, the chemokines and their

transmembrane receptors. This is good model system for relating primary

sequence knowledge to biological function. Our goal was to obtain information

relevant to ligand-receptor binding specificity from sequence data.

Chemokines constitute a large family of chemotactic cytokines that activate

transmembrane G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) on the cell surface to

regulate diverse biological processes. These processes include leukocyte

trafficking, angiogenesis, hematopoiesis, and organogenesis (Baggiolini et al.,

1997, Oppenheim et al., 1991). Chemokines are believed to be both beneficial in

host defense against infectious agents and harmful in diseases marked by

pathologic inflammation. All nucleated cells are capable of expressing at least

some chemokines, and it appears that these molecules perform an extracellular

messenger role in all tissues and systems of the body (Locati & Murphy, 1999).

The chemokines are found in higher vertebrates and the ones included in this

study are from various mammals (human, monkey, rat, mouse, pig, guinea pig,

cow, sheep, dog, horse, rabbit, mangabey, gorilla, and chimpanzee), frog, and

chicken.
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Recently, there has been increasing interest in chemokine receptors

because CXCR4 and CCR5 have been found to be co-receptors for CD4-mediated

HIV entry into cells (Premack & Schall, 1996). Not only do chemokines play a

pivotal role in HIV infection, but they also exert other effects in inflammatory

conditions and cancer (Wang et al., 1998). Targeting specific chemokines and

chemokine receptors may have therapeutic utility in inflammation, cancer, and

infectious disease. The important role of chemokine signaling in disease,

coupled with the wide variety of known chemokines and chemokine receptors,

make this system ideal for studying the co-evolution of ligands and their

receptors.

The chemokine nomenclature is defined by a cysteine signature motif

where C is a cysteine and X is any amino acid residue (Clore & Gronenborn,

1995). They fall into four categories: CXC, CC, C, and CXC. Most of the known

chemokines are members of the CXC or CC subfamilies. The C and the CXAC

chemokine subfamilies were discovered more recently. The first C chemokine

found was lymphotactin; fractalkine was the first CXC chemokine discovered

(Bazan et al., 1997; Kelner et al., 1994). We have selected various chemokine

receptors and their cognate ligands for this analysis (Table 3.2).

Our technique for mapping and quantifying the co-evolution of binding

specificity was applied to the chemokine system. We built trees that show the

correlated evolution of binding specificity for chemokines and their receptors

(Figure 3.3). Using the known information regarding the binding of chemokines

and their cognate receptors (Table 3.2) we calculated the correlation coefficient

for the chemokine ligand and receptor trees. The correlation coefficient for these

trees is 0.57+0.02 with a z-score of 21.82 (Table 3.1). Considering the upper
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Table 3.2. Chemokines Receptors and Their Ligands

CC Chemokine Receptors

CCR1

CCR2
CCR3

CCR4

CCR5
CCR6
CCR7

CCR8

CCR9

CXC Chemokine Receptors

CXCR1
CXCR2
CXCR3
CXCR4

CXCR5

C Chemokine Receptor

XCR1

CX3C Chemokine Receptor

CX3CR1

CC Chemokines

MIP10, RANTES, MCP3, HCC1,
MPIF1, MIP5
MCP1, MCP2, MCP3, MCP4, MCP5
Eotaxin, MCP2, MCP3, MCP4,
RANTES, Eotaxin2, MIP5
TARC, MDC

MIP10, MIP1B, RANTES
MIP30.
MIP3B, SLC

I-309, TARC, MIP1B

TECK

CXC Chemokines

IL-8
IL-8, GCP2, GRO-O, B, Y, ENA78, PGP
IP10, MIG
SDF1

BLC

C Chemokine

Lymphotactin

CX-C Chemokine

Fractalkine

These experimentally determined binding partners (Baggiolini et al., 1997; Kim & Broxmeyer,

1999; Lu et al., 1999; Rollins, 1997; Zaballos et al., 1999) were used to calculate the correlation

coefficient between the ligand and receptor trees (see Methods).
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bound of 0.8, which we have established using PGK, a two-domain system that

has clearly co-evolved, the correlation coefficient of 0.57 indicates a very highly

correlated co-evolution of the chemokines and their receptors. Since very few

different (and less divergent) species were used in this case, the effects of

speciation are much less significant for the chemokine system than they were for

the PGK example. Still, we confirmed that speciation was not a major factor by

calculating the correlation coefficient between the chemokines and their

receptors within a single species. For only the human chemokines and their

receptors, the correlation coefficient between the trees is 0.44+0.04 with a z-score

of 11.23 and a P-value of 2.97×10°.

For any given chemokine, its closest sequence neighbors are far more

likely to bind the closest neighbors of its receptor than to bind a randomly

selected chemokine receptor. The analysis applies to all the chemokines in the

phylogenetic tree (Figure 3.3) based on their known binding partners (Table 3.2).

Our all-inclusive approach and calculation of a statistical correlation coefficient

may explain why we find a high degree of co-evolution despite a previous study

that concluded CC chemokines had not co-evolved closely with their receptors

(Hughes & Yeager, 1999). Our control calculation was done based on incorrect

binding partners chosen at random. For this random, non-binding map of

ligands to receptors, the correlation coefficient was 0.01-E0.03, with a z-score of

0.41 (Table 3.1). The non-correlation of randomly paired ligands and receptors

demonstrates that the real biological interaction partners must be chosen to show

co-evolution between ligands and their receptors. Since it is easy to add new

sequences to phylogenetic trees, our approach creates a scalable framework
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Figure 3.3. Phylogenetic trees of (a) chemokines and (b) chemokine receptors.

The diagrams are colored by their clustering patterns to show similar groupings

among the chemokines and the receptors to which they bind. The colored

groups were chosen by eye based on the branching of the chemokine receptor

tree. They are provided only as a guide for visualization of the data and were

not used in the calculation of the correlation coefficients.
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allowing new chemokine or receptor sequences to be clustered based on their

likely binding specificity. The search space for experimental determination of a

novel family members' interaction partners is therefore greatly reduced. More

detailed information about the binding specificity of the chemokines and their

receptors can be obtained by analyzing the correlated phylogenetic trees (Figure

3.3).

Analysis of Chemokine Co-evolution

In Figure 3.3b, the CXC receptors cluster in a separate group from the CC

receptors, with the C and CXC receptors forming their own group roughly

equidistant from the CXC clusters and the main two groups of CC receptors.

Among the CC receptors, CCR1, CCR2, CCR3, and CCR5 have sequences that are

closely related to one another. CCR4 and CCR8 cluster together, as do CCR6,

CCR7, CCR9, and the orphan receptor STRL33. This last subset of CC receptors

falls as close to the CXC receptors as it does to the C and CXC receptors.

Correspondingly, the ligands of the chemokine receptors form clusters that

match the branches of the receptor tree (Figure 3.3a).

It is important to note, that there is some subjectivity in the assignments of

clusters on the two trees (Figure 3.3). We have attempted to choose groupings

that correspond to known physiological interactions wherever possible. For

example, since CCR4 and CCR8 share a common ligand, TARC, we have chosen

to group CCR4 and CCR8 together instead of grouping CCR8 with CXC1 (an

equally plausible cluster based on the tree alone). However, these arbitrary

sº

7. -

* * *

R_*
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choices were not used in the calculations of the correlation coefficients and

therefore do not impact our statistical data.

The MIP chemokines (except MIP3) and RANTES group together, as do

the nearby MCP chemokines and eotaxin (Figure 3.3a, colored pink). Subsets of

these chemokines bind to CCR1, CCR2, CCR3, and CCR5 (Table 3.2), which form

a cluster on the receptor tree (Figure 3.3b, also in pink). Similarly, MIP30, MIP3B,

TECK, and SLC cluster together (Figure 3.3a, in light red). MIP30 binds to CCR6;

while MIP3B and SLC bind to CCR7. TECK binds to CCR9. The corresponding

cluster can be found on the receptor tree where CCR6, CCR7, and CCR9 form a

third subgroup of CC receptors along with the human orphan chemokine

receptor STRL33 (Figure 3.3b, in light red).

Within the CXC chemokine receptors, CXCR1 and CXCR2 group together

(Figure 3.3b, in green). CXCR1 binds to IL-8; and CXCR2, with its broader

specificity binds to IL-8, GCP2, the GROS, ENA78, and PGP. On the ligand tree,

these chemokines also form a cluster within the other CXC chemokines (Figure

3.3a, in green). CXCR3, on its own branch of the CXC receptor cluster, binds to

MIG and IP10 which cluster together on the chemokine tree (Figure 3.3, in blue).

The human chemokine H174 also falls in this group. CXCR4 binds to SDF1

(Figure 3.3, in yellow) and CXCR5 binds to BLC (Figure 3.3, in magenta). The

branching structure of the CXCR3-5 branches (Figure 3.3b in blue, magenta, and

yellow) is not, however, identical to the branching structure of their ligands

(Figure 3.3a in blue, magenta, and yellow). While the clusters still match

between the trees, these differences in the branching patterns contribute to the

imperfect correlation between the trees.
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The grouping of the C and CXC chemokine receptors on the receptor tree

corresponds with their ligands as well. The C chemokine, lymphotactin, and the

CX,C chemokine, fractalkine, can be grouped on the chemokine tree (Figure 3.3,

in grey). This implies that the binding specificities of these two types of receptor

are closer to one another than to CC or CXC receptors. However, because the

trees were constructed using the neighbor-joining method and there is only one

example of each of these two classes of chemokine receptors, there may be some

bias toward pairing these sequences. Therefore, the C and CXC chemokines and

their receptors may be less closely related than they appear on the trees.

Since the chemokine and receptor trees cluster according to their binding

specificities, we can begin to make inferences about possible ligands for orphan

receptors and vice versa. (The “orphan" designation means that a cognate ligand

or a cognate receptor is not known for a receptor or chemokine, respectively.)

Several orphan chemokines and one orphan chemokine receptor were included

in the trees (Figure 3.3). The orphan receptor STRL33 (Liao et al., 1997) groups

with CCR6 and CCR7. Based on the high correlation coefficient for our trees, we

suggest that the orphan receptor STRL33 is likely to bind a chemokine that is

from the corresponding group on the chemokine tree. This suggests that likely

ligand candidates are chemokines (either known or not yet discovered) related to

MIP30, MIP3B, SLC, or TECK.

The human chemokine H174, which at the start of this study was an

orphan, clusters with MIG and IP10 (Figure 3.3a, in blue), so we suggested that

H174 binds a CXC chemokine receptor, most likely CXCR3 or one that is very

similar in sequence. A recent independent experimental study has confirmed

this prediction showing that H174 (also known as IP-9) is a high affinity ligand
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for CXCR3 (Tensen et al., 1999). Two other orphan chemokines, HCC4 and MIP4

(Guan et al., 1999; Hedrick et al., 1998), cluster with their related CC chemokines

(Figure 3.3a, in pink). We predict that the receptors of these orphan chemokines

are likely to fall within the pink cluster of CCR receptors in Figure 3.3b.

PF4, another orphan chemokine, clusters with the ligands of CXCR1 and

CXCR2. However, it is known that PF4 does not bind CXCR1 or CXCR2 in its

wild-type form. Interestingly, engineered protein constructs containing a

modification of the N-terminal sequence of PF4 do bind to CXCR2 (Jones et al.,

1997). This implies that the sequence is competent for the predicted specificity,

but its potential to interact has been suppressed by divergent evolution within

specific regions of its N-terminus. In the case of PF4, the oligomerization state of

the chemokine, may control its biological function. A recent study shows that

tetrameric PF4 binds directly to glycosaminoglycans on the surface of

neutrophils (Petersen et al., 1999).

Conclusions

The co-evolution of the two domains of phosphoglycerate kinase was

used to develop a guideline for quantifying co-evolution of proteins and their

binding partners. Based on this guideline, the chemokines and their receptors

were shown to have co-evolved. Our method was applied to orphan ligands and

receptors in the search for orphans' binding partners. It provides a framework

that significantly reduces the search space from all possible ligands or receptors

to a small subset represented by a region of our phylogenetic tree. While the

binding interactions of orphan ligands and receptors can only be proven

2
º
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experimentally, our analysis should aid in the rapid discovery of currently

unknown chemokine signaling pathways.

The approach is readily expandable to include new ligand and receptor

sequences as they are discovered. It can also be applied to other systems of

proteins and their interaction partners. Possible examples include other cytokines

and kinases. It is also potentially useful for representing the evolution of ligand

binding specificity in systems that have small molecule ligands, such as nuclear

hormone receptors and other GPCRs once a suitable phylogeny of small

molecules or the enzymes responsible for their biosynthesis can be established.

Methods

Sequence analysis

Sequences related to human CXCR1, IL-8, and phosphoglycerate kinase

were retrieved using PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) with default parameters

and the complete non-redundant database. Multiple sequence alignments of the

chemokine receptors, the chemokines, and the phosphoglycerate kinases were

constructed based directly on the PSI-BLAST alignments. The multiple sequence

alignment for PGK was divided into two alignments, one for each domain. The

N-terminal domain alignment included amino acids 2-172 and the C-terminal

domain included amino acids 187-376. Topoisomerase I sequences from 17

different species (including eukaryotes, eubacteria, and archae) were selected

from the SWISSPROT database and aligned using ClustalW. The ClustalW

phylogeny program was used to calculate a distance matrix by percent sequence

divergence and to generate the trees with the neighbor-joining method (Saitou &
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Nei, 1987). The unrooted trees were drawn using the DrawTree program in

PHYLIP (Felsenstein, 1993).

Correlation analysis

Distance matrices were generated from the multiple alignments using

ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). In order to quantify the co-evolution of

interaction partners, we employed a linear regression analysis measuring the

correlation between pairwise evolutionary distances among all proteins in a

multiple sequence alignment. These were correlated with the evolutionary

distances among the corresponding binding partners (or, in the case of PGK and

topoisomerase I, the corresponding species, since these proteins do not bind). We

defined X as a two-dimensional matrix of evolutionary distances in the receptor

family (X was constructed as a NXN matrix, where N is equal to the number of

receptors). For the corresponding ligands, a similar distance matrix, Y, was

constructed. X, is the pairwise distance between sequence m, and sequence m,

and Y, signifies the pairwise distance between sequence n, and sequence n,

(where n, is experimentally known to bind to m, and n, is known to bind to m). In

order to represent multiple ligands that bind to a single receptor, or vice versa,

there were instances where the same ligand or receptor was represented multiple

times in the matrix. Therefore in the cases where one ligand was known to

experimentally bind to two different receptors, the ligand was represented as

both n, and n, in matrix Y corresponding to the two different receptors, m, and m,

in matrix X. The correlation coefficient was then calculated for all the pairwise

distances in matrix X and their corresponding distances in matrix Y.

We computed the linear correlation coefficient r (Pearson's correlation

coefficient, (Press et al., 1988)) defined as:
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with -1srs-1 where X is the mean over all X's, and Y is the mean over all Y/s.

In our context, X, and Y, are pairwise sequence similarity distances between N

terminal and C-terminal domains of PGK, or between chemokine receptors and

their corresponding chemokines, respectively. Positive values of r would

indicate a positive co-evolution; i.e. receptors that appear to be evolutionarily

close, have ligands that, in turn, are more closely related than other pairs of any

two ligands. By contrast, r-values of around zero would indicate no correlation,

and negative values of r would indicate anti-correlation.

Estimation of statistical significance of correlation

The significance of the computed value r was assessed by a bootstrapping

analysis yielding an estimate of the standard deviation of r given the size of our

data set (Efron, 1979), and by an estimation of the probability of obtaining the

observed value of r by chance (P-value). In the bootstrap analysis, we generated

1000 sets containing N pairwise distances randomly drawn (with replacement)

from the N pairwise distances in the original set. For every such set we computed

the bootstrap correlation coefficient rº. The bootstrap interval; i.e. the interval of r,

accounting for 68% of the obtained values of r, was obtained from the 16% (a)

and 84% (b) percentiles in the histogram of the 1000 values r, and the mean value

of r from the 50% percentile. The bootstrap estimate of the standard deviation of

b — a

the observed correlation then calculates as o, - 2

-- -e-–
- *

-
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The P-value; i.e. the probability that the particular correlation coefficient r

quantifying the co-evolution between chemokines and their receptors was

obtained by chance, was obtained by randomly shuffling the pairwise distances

between ligands and receptors. Thus the assignments of correspondence (ligand

l, binds to receptor Ru, and ligand l, binds to receptor Rº) were replaced by

random assignments and the correlation coefficient was computed as explained

above. This process was repeated 1000 times. From the resulting 1000 values r rand

r — F
-a z-score for the actual observed value r was calculated as z = −4+ where o is

O. rand

the standard deviation of rada and F., is the mean (effectively zero for truly

random data). The P-value is then obtained from P=erfc(z)/N2 where erfc is the

complement error function.
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Chapter 4

Characterization of Small Molecule Ligands for
Nuclear Receptors

This chapter was published as:

Bogan, A.A., Cohen, F.E., and Scanlan, T.S. (1998). Natural ligands of

nuclear receptors have conserved volumes. Nature Struct. Biol., 5,679-681.
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The nuclear receptor superfamily of proteins is composed of ligand

activated transcription factors that have a ligand binding domain (LBD) and a

DNA binding domain (DBD)'. Recent structural studies of several different
nuclear receptor LBDs with bound ligands have shown that this domain has a

canonical fold consisting of 12 helices that bind a fully buried ligand in the

hydrophobic core of the protein?-5. In each case the overall fold of the LBD is

conserved and the ligand is bound entirely within the protein, completing the

core as the protein refolds around it. Here, we show that despite the chemical

diversity of the natural nuclear receptor ligands, the volumes of these ligands are

highly conserved.

The sequence homology across the nuclear receptor superfamily indicates

that these receptors evolved through divergent evolution”, but gives no

information about the role of ligands in the evolution of these receptors. Since

function is conserved in evolution and these proteins are ligand-activated

transcription factors, it is worthwhile to consider the role of the ligands in the

evolution of these receptors. Furthermore, because the fully buried ligand plays

a structural role” in the active form of the receptor, any new receptor arising

from divergent evolution presumably needs a complementary ligand in order to

convey a useful new function that would be selected during evolution. When

one considers this evolutionary argument in the context of the canonical LBD

fold, one might expect the natural ligands of the nuclear receptors to be

chemically similar to one another.

However, the known natural ligands of nuclear receptors include

molecules with remarkable chemical diversity such as steroids, thyronines,

retinoic acids, and eicosanoids (Fig. 4.1a). Likewise, their biochemical origins are

varied. Cholesterol is the biosynthetic source of the steroid hormones, while

retinoic acids are produced from B-carotene. The eicosanoid, prostaglandin J2, is

º
2
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Figure 4.1 a, The natural ligands of nuclear receptors (receptor names are in

parentheses). The ligands can be broken into four distinct chemical groups:

steroids, eicosanoids, retinoids, and thyronines. b, The van der Waals volumes

of the natural ligands of nuclear receptors. The volumes are highly conserved

despite the chemical diversity of the ligands. The mean volume is 318 A3 with a
standard deviation of 53 A*. The only two ligands that are more than one

standard deviation above the mean volume are ecdysone and vitamin D, due to

large D-ring side chains. Despite the species gap between fruit flies and humans,

the ecdysone receptor and vitamin D receptor are very closely related to each

other and form their own region of the nuclear receptor phylogenetic tree!0. The

van der Waals volumes were calculated using Sybyl software from Tripos and

are an internally consistent measure of molecular volume. Volumes calculated
from solvent accessible surfaces are not consistent with van der Waals volumes

and should not be confused with our measurements. c, The molecular weights of

the nuclear receptor ligands are much less conserved with a mean molecular

weight of 368 g/mol and a standard deviation of 110 g/mol. Thyroid hormone's

molecular weight falls 3.7 standard deviations above the mean as a result of the

mass of its three iodines. However, the volume of thyroid hormone is nearly

identical to the mean volume of the known natural ligands. It is possible that the

three iodine atoms, which account for 30% of the total thyroid hormone volume,

are there primarily for volume reasons. Because many synthetic ligands for

nuclear receptors contain heavy atoms such as sulfur and halogens, volume,

instead of molecular weight, is a superior criteria to use in ligand design.

* * *
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a product of fatty acid metabolism. Thyroid hormone is a tri-iodinated thyronine

made as a degradation product of crosslinked iodinated tyrosines in the protein

thyroglobulin.

In light of this diversity, it is somewhat surprising that these molecules

can all be tightly bound inside the cores of homologous proteins. However,

because the ligand plays a structural role in the active form of the receptor and is

completely encapsulated by the protein, we suggest that as new receptors

diverged from a common ancestor, evolution selected for new ligands capable of

filling the volume of the ligand binding cavity. Our results support this view;

the natural ligands of nuclear receptors have a mean molecular van der Waals

volume of 318 A with a standard deviation of 53 A* (Fig. 4.1b). This tight

distribution of molecular volumes suggests that volume is an important feature

of nuclear receptor ligands that has been conserved through evolution.

The divergent evolution of a new signaling pathway requires the co

evolution of both a new receptor and a new ligand. In the case of the nuclear

receptors, this paired evolutionary relationship has selected ligands with

conserved volumes. Most likely, this is because volume is the ligand property

most directly linked to that ligand’s ability to pack the core of the nuclear

receptor's LBD and thereby activate the receptor. The canonical LBD fold defines

a 3-dimensional space that the ligand must fill and therefore structurally dictates

the tolerated range of ligand volumes. At the level of molecular interactions, it is

the volume of a molecule, not its molecular weight, that is recognized. Thus, it is

not surprising that we find the molecular weights of the nuclear receptor ligands

are less conserved than the volumes. The mean molecular weight is 368 g/mol

with a standard deviation of 110 g/mol (Fig. 4.1c).

Molecular volume is also a useful criteria for judging putative ligands of

orphan receptors. These receptors have as yet unidentified natural ligands and
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were originally found by their sequence homology to known nuclear receptors.

It is highly likely that many--if not all--have natural ligands that simply have not

yet been discovered. For example, prior to the discovery of 9-cis retinoic acid as

its ligandº 7, the retinoid X receptor (RXR) was classified as an orphan. Despite

some successful ligand hunting, more than a dozen different subfamilies of

orphan nuclear receptors remain”.

For some of these orphan receptors, putative natural ligands have been

proposed (Fig. 4.2a). We have calculated the molecular volumes of these

proposed ligands in order to compare them to the conserved volumes of the

known natural ligands (Fig. 4.2b). We find that the volumes of all but one of

these putative ligands fall well within two standard deviations of the mean

volume of known ligands from Fig. 4.1b. Melatonin, with a volume of only 201
A", is more than two standard deviations smaller than the mean volume. In all

likelihood, it is too small to complete the core of the active LBD of RZR-B.

Therefore, we suggest the effect of melatonin on RZR-B is more likely a

secondary effect mediated by another molecule which may be regulated by
melatonin. Farnesol has a molecular volume that is far more reasonable than

that of melatonin, although it is still smaller than any of the known natural

ligands. For this reason, we propose that the true ligand of the FXR may be a
substituted farnesol metabolite, with an increased molecular volume. Juvenile

hormone III is one such farnesoid that has been shown to activate FXR with

greater potency than farneso■ ”.

Interestingly, the two oxysterols have slightly larger than expected

volumes due to the same D-ring extensions seen in ecdysone and vitamin D3. It

is possible that the LBDs of LXR and SF-1 are structurally very similar to the

ecdysone receptor and the vitamin D, receptor LBDs. The orphan receptor LXR,

:
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Figure 4.2 a, Proposed natural ligands of orphan nuclear receptors (orphan

receptor names are in parentheses). The ligands include a variety of scaffolds:

eicosanoids, farnesoids, oxysterols, and a tryptamine. The proposed eicosanoid

ligands of PPAR-0 are leukotriene B, and 8(S)-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (8(S)-

HETE) 11-13. Two farnesoids are proposed ligands for the farnesoid X-activated

receptor (FXR), juvenile hormone III and farneso■ ”. The oxysterols include 22(R)-

hydroxycholesterol and 25-hydroxycholesterol which are the proposed ligands of

LXR and steroidogenic factor 1 (SF-1) respectively 14, 15. The only tryptamine is

the pineal gland hormone melatonin, N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine. Melatonin

has been suggested as the ligand for the orphan retinoid Z receptor (RZR)-31°,
although this finding has been questioned” 17. b. The van der Waals volumes of
the proposed natural ligands of orphan nuclear receptors compared to the mean

volume (horizontal line) of the known natural ligands of nuclear receptors from

Fig. 4.1b. Volume calculations were done as described in Fig. 4.1b.
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Table 4.1 Volumes of nuclear receptor ligands

Ligand

17B-Estradiol

Progesterone

Testosterone

Cortisol

Aldosterone

Ecdysone

10,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3

3,5,3'-L-Triiodothyronine

All-trans Retinoic Acid

9-cis Retinoic Acid

15-Deoxy-A*-Prostaglandin J,

Leukotriene B4

Receptor

Estrogen

Progesterone

Androgen

Glucocorticoid

Mineralocorticoid

Ecdysone

Vitamin D

Thyroid Hormone

Retinoic Acid

Retinoid X

PPAR-y

PPAR-C.

PPAR-0.

FXR

FXR

LXR

SF-1

RZR-B

Volume (■ ’)

251.6

304.8

280.4

318.6

31.1.1

426.8

411.4

305.2

291.4

291.3

301.6

327.1

312.4

236.7

258.5

405.3

406.8

i
- * * *

ZI.
8(S)-HETE

Farnesol

Juvenile Hormone III

22(R)-Hydroxycholesterol

25-Hydroxycholesterol

Melatonin 201.3

* * * *
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for example, has been shown to be reasonably close evolutionarily to both the

ecdysone receptor and the vitamin D, receptor". This may indicate a common

evolutionary origin for LBDs capable of binding steroids with cholesterol-like D

ring side chains. The two proposed ligands of PPAR-0 are closest to the mean

volume of the known ligands. Both leukotriene B, and 8(S)-HETE are

submicromolar ligands of PPAR-0 and both may be natural ligands depending

on intracellular conditions and tissue types. While further experimental study is

needed to determine the true ligands of the many orphan nuclear receptors,

considering the molecular volumes of proposed ligands will be useful in the

process.

Considerable effort is being directed toward drug design for nuclear

receptors. The conservation of volumes among the natural ligands of nuclear

receptors is likely to be a useful criteria in the design of high-affinity analogs.

Our results suggest that the design of potent agonists of nuclear receptors can be

facilitated by synthesizing compounds that are close to the mean volume of the

natural ligands. Also, as the search continues for ligands of the many orphan

nuclear receptors, considering the volume of candidate molecules will be helpful

in finding both natural ligands and high-affinity synthetic ligands.
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Does PPAR-y have multiple ligands?

The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-y (PPAR-Y) is a ligand

activated transcription factor in the nuclear receptor superfamily. Its X-ray

crystal structure was recently determined both with and without the synthetic

ligand rosiglitazone (BRL49653), an antidiabetic drug. Based on this

structure, Nolte et al. propose that the large binding pocket explains the

diversity of ligands for PPAR-Y. They further state that the receptor “has

evolved to bind multiple natural ligands with moderate affinity.” Their

structural argument fails to consider the evolution of the protein sequence, or

more specifically, the conservation of residues lining the binding pocket of

PPAR-Y. Here, we show that the PPAR-Y has evolved to have a highly

conserved ligand pocket, like other nuclear receptors with unique high

affinity physiological ligands, suggesting that PPAR-Y also has a unique

physiological ligand which remains to be discovered.

The residues that contact ligand are known for the five different

nuclear receptors whose structures with ligand have been solved: estrogen

receptor-0 (ER-0), progesterone receptor (PR), retinoic acid receptor-Y (RAR-Y),

thyroid hormone receptor-O (TR-0), and PPAR-y”. For each receptor, we

have aligned the sequences of seven or more representative species to

determine the degree of conservation across species of these ligand contact

residues. The ER, PR, RAR, and TR are all known to have unique high

affinity physiological ligands. We expected high levels of conservation of

these residues lining the ligand binding pocket, since they are the origin of

both specificity and affinity for ligand. However, we find the same degree of

conservation of ligand contact residues in the PPAR-Y (Table 5.1), suggesting
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Table 5.1.

The residues that contact ligand in five nuclear receptors are highly conserved within

each receptor type, suggesting a unique high-affinity ligand for each receptor. An alignment of

sequences of seven or more different species was constructed for each receptor. The level of

conservation of each residue is indicated by color: red for 100% identity; blue for 280% identity;

and green for 250% identity. Dashes indicate positions that do not contact ligand. The species

used for TR-0 were: rat, human, sheep, muscovy duck, chicken, Aptenodytes patagonicus,

Pygoscelis a delie, Xenopus laevis, Paralichthys olivaceus, and Danio rerio. For RAR-y:

human, mouse, pig, chicken, eastern newt, Danio sp., and Xenopus laevis. For ER-0; human,

mouse, chicken, Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout, red sea bream, medaka fish, Japanese eel,

Oreochromis aureus, and Xenopus laevis. For PR: human, sheep, rabbit, mouse, rat, white ear

tufted marmoset, tammar wallaby, chicken, Crocodylus siamensis, and Cnemidophorus

uniparens. For PPAR-y: human, mouse, rat, Chinese hamster, pig, rabbit, rhesus monkey,

bovine, and Xenopus laevis". All alignments were generated using XALIGN'. Helix numbering

is according to the progesterone receptor ligand binding domain structure.

* The Xenopus laevis PPAR-Y protein sequence in Swiss Prot (PPAT_XENLA) contains a 57

amino acid mistranslation due to a frame shift error in the nucleotide sequence that was

identified during this analysis. We have used the corrected sequence.
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that it, too, has evolved specificity and affinity for a unique ligand that is

found in all of the nine species analyzed.

The nuclear receptors bind their ligands by encapsulating and burying

them in the hydrophobic core of the ligand binding domain. If the PPAR-y

had evolved to bind many different ligands with moderate affinity, only

residues involved in making specific contacts to components that were

common to all of the ligands (such as the carboxylic acid found in many weak

PPAR activators) would be conserved between species. Residues that

contacted regions of the ligand that were variable would drift, only preserving

their general character. Nolte et al. state that, “The other hydrophobic parts of

the ligands would be free to interact in a relatively nonspecific manner with

the large ligand-binding pocket, resulting in the observed promiscuity of

PPAR.” However, our results show that the many hydrophobic residues

lining the ligand-binding pocket are just as highly conserved as the residues

that are predicted to bind the carboxylic acids (H323 and H449). We conclude

that these contacts are specific and their conservation reflects co-evolution

with a unique ligand. If the PPAR-Y was truly a receptor for multiple fat

metabolites, as has been suggested, one would expect to find significant levels

of drift between species in the ligand contact residues (especially the

hydrophobic ones) because of the different concentrations of fat metabolites in

species with different diets.

Some other biological systems have evolved to bind multiple ligands.

One example is the immunoglobulins which vary the residues in their

complementarity determining regions (CDRs) to present different ligand

contact residues on loops coming from a standard scaffold, creating a

repertoire of antibodies each with a particular specificity. In some ways this is

similar to the nuclear receptor superfamily. The concept of a single scaffold

L
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being used to bind many different ligands remains. The residues lining the
binding pocket and encapsulating the ligand vary (like CDRs) to dictate the

specificity of each receptor. In the case of a single nuclear receptor, however,

the residues that contact ligand are exquisitely conserved to preserve the

specificity and affinity of ligand-receptor interactions that have co-evolved.

The PPAR-Y is an important drug target and the search for its high-affinity

physiological ligand should continue because until it is found, the complete

biology of PPAR-Y signaling will not be understood fully.

Docking of thiazolidinedione ligands into the LBD of PPAR-y

Recently a new group of PPAR-Y ligands has been approved by the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. These

drugs are members of a chemical class known as thiazolidinediones (TZDs).

Using the high resolution crystal structure of the complex of one of the TZDs

(rosiglitazone) bound to the ligand binding domain (LBD) of PPAR-y, We

were able to model the most likely conformations of the two other FDA

approved TZDs (troglitazone and pioglitazone) in the ligand binding site of

PPAR-y.

The modeling was performed using the CHARMm molecular

mechanics package within the QUANTA molecular modeling environment

(from MSI). The thiazolidinedione motif, which is constant among all the

drug molecules, was used to anchor each molecule for conformational

searching. Torsion angles were chosen (Figure 5.1) and the 60 lowest energy
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Figure 5.1
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conformations found through exhaustive conformational searching were

selected for internal energy minimization using the CHARMm force field.

Energy minimization for pioglitazone was conducted in vacuo (no

solvent) using all protein atoms as fixed constraints with the exception of side

chain atoms within 8A of the ligand which were allowed to move along with
the ligand atoms in the minimization. The resulting structures, ranked by

energy, show that the lowest energy conformation of pioglitazone is very

similar to the known structure of rosiglitazone (Figure 5.2). However an

alternative binding mode with roughly comparable energy is also seen. This

alternate mode is similar to the binding of certain fatty acid ligands to PPARs,

which adopt two alternative conformations (often called 'tail up' and 'tail

down')". These findings help to confirm the previous results of a docking

study performed on a novel set of oxime TZDs (Iwata et al., submitted).

Future directions for this work include comparing the molecular

surfaces of the ligands and receptors to help rationally design compounds

with a better fit and combining different portions of the different TZDs to

design new ones which could potentially combine the benefits of different
molecules.
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Figure 5.2
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SUMMARY

Hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 0 (HNF40) (NR2A1), an orphan member of the

nuclear receptor superfamily, binds DNA exclusively as a homodimer even

though it is very similar in amino acid sequence to retinoid X receptor o (RXR0)

which heterodimerizes readily with other receptors. In this study, experimental

analysis of residues involved in protein dimerization and studies on a reported

ligand for HNF40 are combined with a structural model of the HNF40 ligand

binding domain (LBD) (aa 137 to 384). When K300 (in Helix 9) and E327 (in Helix

10) of HNF401 were converted to the analogous residues in RXR0 (E390 and

K417, respectively) the resulting construct did not heterodimerize with the

wildtype HNF40 although it was still able to form homodimers and bind DNA.

Furthermore, the double mutant did not heterodimerize with RXR or RAR but

was still able to dimerize in solution with an HNF40 construct truncated at

amino acid 268. This suggests that the charge compatibility between Helices 9

and 10 is necessary but not sufficient to determine dimerization partners, and

that additional residues in the HNF40 LBD are also important in dimerization.

The structural model of the HNF40 LBD and an amino acid sequence alignment

of Helices 9 and 10 in various HNF4 and other receptor genes indicates that a

K(X).E motif can be used to identify HNF4 genes from other organisms and that

a (E/D(X), 25K/R) motif can be used to predict heterodimerization of most, but

not all, receptors with RXR. In vitro analysis of another HNF40 mutant construct

indicates that Helix 10 also plays a structural role in the conformational integrity

of HNF40. The structural model and experimental analysis indicate that fatty

acyl CoA thioesters, the proposed HNF40 ligands, are not good candidates for a
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traditional ligand for HNF40. Finally, these results provide insight into the

mechanism of action of naturally occurring mutations in the human HNF40 gene

found in patients with maturity onset diabetes of the young 1 (MODY1).
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INTRODUCTION

The nuclear receptor superfamily is comprised of over 150 different genes

found in organisms ranging from early metazoans to man (Committee, 1999;

Laudet, 1997). Members of the family are characterized by two conserved

domains -- a DNA binding domain (DBD) in the N-terminal half of the protein

which contains two zinc fingers and a large hydrophobic region in the C

terminal half which is multi-functional but which is commonly referred to as the

ligand binding domain (LBD) (for recent reviews, see (Giguère, 1999;

Mangelsdorf & Evans, 1995; Mangelsdorf et al., 1995; Whitfield et al., 1999)).

Protein dimerization, in addition to ligand binding, controls nearly every aspect

of receptor function. Nuclear receptors tend to bind DNA as dimers, often

homodimerizing and/or heterodimerizing. Several dimerization motifs have

been mapped in the receptors within in the two conserved domains.

HNF40 (NR2A1) is a highly conserved member of the nuclear receptor

superfamily (reviewed in (Sladek, 1994; Sladek & Seidel, 2000)). It is essential for

development in organisms ranging from insects to mammals and regulates many

essential genes related to nutrient transport and metabolism. For example, it

Positively regulates genes involved in the transport of lipids and vitamins as well

as genes involved in lipid, amino acid and glucose metabolism. It also regulates

genes involved in the regulation of several serum proteins such as blood

Coagulation factors, erythropoietin and anti-thrombin III. HNF40 is directly

linked to several human diseases. HNF40 DNA binding sites have been found to

be mutated in patients with hemophilia and the HNF40 gene has been found to

be mutated in maturity onset diabetes of the young 1 (MODY1).
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MODY is an inherited form of non insulin dependent (type II) diabetes in

which patients develop symptoms usually before the age of 25 years. MODY

patients have normal insulin sensitivity but exhibit a defect in glucose-stimulated

insulin secretion from the pancreatic B-cells. Eleven mutations in the HNF40.

coding region have been linked to MODY1 and one mutation in the HNF40.

binding site of the HNF10 gene has been linked to MODY3 (reviewed in (Velho

& Froguel, 1998)). Five of the eleven mutations in MODY1 map to the HNF40.

LBD and could therefore potentially affect protein dimerization, ligand binding

and/or transactivation. Only a few of those mutations, however, have been

thoroughly characterized for their effect on HNF40 function (reviewed in (Sladek

& Seidel, 2000)).

HNF40, like many other nuclear receptors, is considered an orphan

receptor in that a ligand has not yet been definitively identified for it.

Nonetheless, HNF40 activates transcription in vivo and in vitro, as well as in

yeast cells, in a constitutive fashion – i.e., in the absence of exogenously added

ligand (Malik & Karathanasis, 1996; Sladek et al., 1999; Sladek et al., 1990). There

is, however, one report in the literature that fatty acyl CoA thioesters act as

ligands for HNF40. (Hertz et al., 1998). These compounds were shown in vitro to

bind to bacterially expressed HNF40 with a low affinity (1-3 p.M Kd) and to

increase the ability of the receptor to bind DNA. However, the effect of these

compounds were not examined for other traditional effects of ligands such as

their ability to alter the conformation of HNF40 or the interaction of HNF40 with

co-regulatory molecules. Furthermore, very high concentrations of the free fatty

acids (200 p.M) were required to produce a minimal (< 2-fold) effect on the ability
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of HNF40 to regulate transcription in vivo, raising the issue of physiological

relevance.

Many other orphan and ex-orphan receptors heterodimerize with retinoid

X receptor (RXR). However, despite the fact that evolutionarily RXR is the closest

mammalian relative to the HNF4 genes (Committee, 1999), HNF40 does not

heterodimerize with RXR (Jiang et al., 1995). In fact, we have shown previously

that HNF40 is a relatively stable homodimer in solution and binds DNA

exclusively as a homodimer (Jiang et al., 1995).

Protein dimerization controls many important aspects of receptor

function, such as DNA binding, protein stability, ligand binding and interaction

with co-regulatory molecules. Many other transcription factor networks (e.g.,

Fos-Jun, Myc-Max, Smads, STATs, NF-kB) as well as other proteins (e.g., receptor

tyrosine kinases, GABA receptors, protein phosphatases) also utilize homo- and

heterodimerization as a means by which to modulate and expand their function.

Therefore, in order to fully understand how these proteins function, one must

understand the mechanism underlying protein dimerization. The nuclear

receptors are known to contain two general dimerization regions – the DBD

responsible for dimerization on DNA and the LBD responsible for dimerization

in solution (i.e., in the absence of DNA). However, despite numerous mutational

studies analyzing various residues in the LBD of nuclear receptors as well as

several crystallographic studies of receptor LBD dimers, all of the critical

determinants of receptor dimerization have not yet been identified (reviewed in

(Kumar & Thompson, 1999; Weatherman et al., 1999)).
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In order to determine which regions of HNF40 are responsible for the lack

of heterodimerization, we showed previously that the HNF40. DNA binding

domain (DBD), in the absence of the ligand binding domain (LBD), could indeed

heterodimerize with the RXR DBD (Jiang & Sladek, 1997). This suggested that the

determinants that prevent heterodimerization lie within the LBD of HNF40. In

the current study we examine the role of a pair of charged residues in Helices 9

and 10 of HNF40 by using site-directed mutagenesis, a series of in vitro

experiments and a structural model of the HNF40 LBD. We also present in vitro

studies indicating that fatty acyl CoA thioesters do not act as traditional ligands

for HNF40 and use the model to propose properties of potential HNF40 ligands.

Finally, in the context of the model, we discuss possible functional consequences

of MODY1 mutations that lie in the HNF40 LBD and their potential impact on

protein dimerization and ligand binding.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Protein Dimerization

To determine which residues in the LBD might be responsible for preventing

heterodimerization between HNF40 and RXR and other receptors, the amino

acid sequence of HNF40 was compared to that of several receptors in two

regions previously shown to play a role in protein dimerization (Fig. 6.1A). In the

first region, the E1 domain, HNF40 is more similar to receptors known to form

heterodimers at residues that differed from homodimeric receptors (e.g., (Lee et

al., 1992; Rosen et al., 1993; Whitfield et al., 1995)). For example, at residue 191

there is a negatively charged glutamic acid (E) in HNF40 as well as in several

receptors that form heterodimers (e.g., RXRo, COUP-TFI). In contrast, at the

analogous position in the homodimeric receptors, such as the glucocorticoid

receptor (GR) there is almost always a positively charged lysine (K). The second

region is in Helix 10 (previously referred to as the 9" heptad, and part of the I

box) which has been shown to be important for homo- and heterodimer

formation and high affinity DNA binding for several receptors, including both

steroid and non steroid receptors (Au-Fliegner et al., 1993; Forman et al., 1989;

Lees et al., 1990; Leng et al., 1995; Perlmann et al., 1996). In Helix 10, there is a

glutamic acid (E) at position 327 in HNF40 while in the heterodimeric receptors

there is invariably a lysine (K) (aa 417 in RXR0). Interestingly, whereas several

hydrophobic residues in Helix 10 of various heterodimeric receptors have been

mutated by other groups and analyzed for their role in dimerization (asterisks in

Fig. 6.1A), at the start of this study there were no reports in the literature of

analysis of the charged residues. Since the three dimensional crystal structure of
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the RXR0 LBD dimer indicated that K417+ of one monomer subunit forms a salt

bridge with E390- in Helix 9 of the other monomer (Bourguet et al., 1995), we

looked at the analogous position in Helix 9 of HNF40 and found that it contains

a lysine, K300+. Assuming that the structure of the HNF40 LBD is similar to that

of RXRo, we hypothesized that a charge incompatibility between HNF40 and

RXRo in Helices 9 and 10 plays a role in blocking the heterodimerization

between HNF40 and RXR0.

Charged residues in Helices 9 and 10 of HNF40 play a critical role in protein

dimerization

To test this hypothesis, we introduced mutations into residues 300 and 327 of

HNF40 to convert K300+ to E300- and E327- to K327+. The resulting construct

(HNF4.EK#1) has the entire HNF40 amino acid sequence except at position 300

and 327 where it contains the same charged residues as RXR0 in Helices 9 and 10

(Fig. 6.1B). Nuclear extracts from COS cells transfected with an HNF4.wt or

HNF4.EK#1 expression vector were analyzed for DNA binding by

electrophoretic mobility shift analysis (EMSA) (Fig. 6.2A). The HNF4.EK#1

extracts formed a shift complex that reacted with antisera specific to the very C

terminus of HNF40 (0.445). This complex migrated in an identical fashion to that

formed by the HNF4.wt extracts, indicating that, like HNF4.wt, HNF4.EK#1

binds DNA as a homodimer (Fig. 6.2A, compare lanes 9 and 10 to lanes 3 and 4).

Furthermore, the binding specificity of HNF4.EK#1 seemed to be similar to that

of HNF4.wt. The greatest amount of binding by both HNF4.wt and HNF4.EK#1

was to a response element consisting of a canonical direct repeat (AGGTCA)
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separated by one nucleotide (DR1) (lanes 3 and 9), while a lesser amount of

binding was observed for a DR2 response element (lanes 5 and 11) and barely

perceptible binding was observed to a DRO response element (lanes 1 and 7). (A

greater affinity of HNF4.wt for the DR1 than the DR2 probe is seen when less

extract is used (Jiang & Sladek, 1997).) HNF4.EK#1, however, did not appear to

bind DNA as well as HNF4.wt despite the fact that similar amounts of protein

were present in the reactions, as evidenced by similar intensities of the supershift

complexes (compare lanes 10 and 12 to 4 and 6, respectively) (and data not

shown).

To determine whether HNF4.EK#1 could form a heterodimeric complex on

DNA with HNF4.wt, we employed an HNF4 construct lacking the N- and C

terminal variable regions that readily forms heterodimers with HNF4.wt

(HNF4AABAF) (see Fig. 6.1B). As expected, a shift complex of intermediate

mobility that reacted with 0.445 was observed with the HNF4.wt extracts on both

the DR1 and the DR2 probes (Fig. 6.2B, lanes 2 & 3 and lanes 7 & 8, respectively).

In contrast, there was essentially no such complex of intermediate mobility with

the HNF4.EK#1 extracts (lanes 4 & 9), suggesting that HNF4.EK#1 is incapable of

heterodimerizing with HNF4.wt on DNA. To examine whether HNF4.EK#1

could heterodimerize with other receptors, similar shift experiments were carried

Cut with RXRY and RARO. As expected, RXRY and RARO did not form

homodimers (Fig. 6.2C, lanes 1 and 2) but they did readily form heterodimers on

DNA (Fig. 62C, lane 3). In contrast, when HNF4.EK#1 was incubated with RXRy

or RARq, no protein-DNA complexes were observed that reacted with both q445
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and anti-RXRY (lanes 8-10) or anti-RARO antisera (lanes 11-13). This suggests

that HNF4.EK#1 is incapable of heterodimerizing with RXRY or RARO on DNA.

We next examined whether HNF4.EK#1 could form heterodimeric complexes

with HNF4 in the absence of DNA. HNF4.wt or HNF4.EK#1 COS extracts and

0.445 were used in co-immunoprecipitation assays with in vitro radiolabeled

truncated versions of HNF4.wt (AABAF and Q268X) that do not react with 0.445

(Jiang et al., 1995; Sladek et al., 1998). HNF4.wt readily co-immunoprecipitated

both truncated HNF40 proteins (Fig. 6.2D lanes 3) while HNF4.EK#1 co

immunoprecipitated only the construct lacking Helices 9 and 10 (Q268X) (lanes

4). These data reinforce the notion that while charge compatibility between

Helices 9 and 10 of the LBD plays an important role in receptor dimerization,

there are additional residues in the LBD that are also important for receptor

dimerization. As expected from the DNA binding data, neither HNF4.wt nor

HNF4.EK#1 co-immunoprecipitated in vitro translated RXR or RAR (data not

shown).

The integrity of Helix 10 is crucial for DNA binding and conformational

integrity

During the construction of HNF4.EK#1, an independent clone (HNF4.EK#9)

vvas obtained that contained the same EK switch as HNF4.EK#1 but in addition

lacked three nucleotides which resulted in the deletion a leucine residue

immediately C-terminal to E327 (see Fig. 6.1A and 6.1B). Since residues in that

position were previously found to be important for the dimerization of other

receptors (Au-Fliegner et al., 1993; Qi et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1994), the function
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of HNF4.EK#9 was examined. EMSA indicated that whereas HNF4.EK#9 was

readily synthesized in vitro (Fig. 6.3A bottom, lanes 3 and 6), it did not yield a

shift complex as did HNF4.wt or HNF4.EK#1 (Fig. 6.3A top, compare lane 7 to

lanes 1 and 4). However, a supershift complex was observed in the presence of

the 0445 antisera (lane 9), indicating that HNF4.EK#9 is capable of binding DNA

but that it must be aided by the antiserum – presumably by a dimerization

function provided by the immunoglobins.

To compare the conformation of HNF4.EK#9 to that of HNF4.EK#1 and

HNF4.wt, a protease digestion assay was performed on in vitro synthesized

radiolabeled proteins. HNF4.EK#1 yielded a digestion pattern similar to that of

HNF4.wt, indicating that the overall conformation of those two proteins is

similar (Fig. 6.3B, compare lanes 7 through 10 to 2 through 5). However,

HNF4.EK#9 was much more sensitive to protease digestion than either

HNF4.EK#1 or HNF4.wt, indicating that there are major differences in the

overall conformation of HNF4.EK#9 (lanes 12 through 15). These differences in

conformation could account for the lack of DNA binding.

HNF40 ligand binding domain (LBD) model structure

To better interpret our experimental data, we constructed a comparative

structural model of the human HNF40 LBD (Figure 6.4) based on its homology

to the X-ray crystal structure of the human progesterone receptor (PR) LBD

(Williams & Sigler, 1998). The model consists of amino acids 137 to 384 and

includes helices 1 to 12 and a small portion of the F domain that is a common

feature of both HNF40 and PR. The progesterone receptor LBD was chosen as

;
º
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the template structure for modeling based on the overall sequence similarity and

certain key features. Positions in the N-terminal Helix 1 and the C-terminal F

domain that are conserved between HNF40 and PR were of particular

importance, since sequence divergence in these regions often present substantial

alignment challenges in the solved and modeled structures of the other receptor

LBDs. Therefore, while amino acids 137 to 384 of HNF40 are more similar to the

RXRo sequence than they are to the PR sequence (37.5% versus 22.5% identity),

HNF40 is more similar to PR in Helix 1 and the F domain, making it easier to

model HNF40 to PR than to RXRO. However, we did use structural information

from other LBDs, including RXR0, to resolve apparent deviations between the

HNF40 sequence and the PR structure.

The fold of our model follows the same overall architecture of the known

nuclear receptor LBD structures, with twelve helices bounding an internal ligand

cavity that is capped by a beta-turn (Fig. 6.4A). The primary difference between

our HNF40 model and the PR structure is that we predict a short Helix 2 in

HNF40 which is similar to the short helix found in the RAR, RXR, and TR (Fig.

6.4B). This feature is absent in the PR structure. However, our model does not

include a Helix 2", such as in the peroxisome proliferator activated receptor

gamma (PPAR) structure (Nolte et al., 1998). In the HNF40 LBD we do not find

the very large ligand cavity that was observed in PPARY largely due to the

structural consequences of this extra helix. Instead, the model contains the

smaller ligand cavity seen in the holo-receptor structures of the TRO, RARY, PR,

and ER (Brzozowski et al., 1997, Renaud et al., 1995; Wagner et al., 1995; Williams

& Sigler, 1998).

-
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From our monomeric model, we were able to construct two different

possible homodimers. One possible dimer form was patterned after the dimer

observed in the crystal structure of the PR (Williams & Sigler, 1998), where the

two LBD monomers form a small dimer interface (only 700 A*) between Helices

11 and 12. The other is of the type seen in the homodimer structures of RXRo.

and ER where a much larger interface is observed (~1,700 Åº) (Bourguet et al.,

1995; Brzozowski et al., 1997). Based on our experimental data, the PR dimer

form for HNF40 seems unlikely as it should not be sensitive to mutations in

Helices 9 and 10. Therefore, we modeled HNF40 forming the RXRo, ER-like

dimer with an interface between Helices 9 and 10 monomer (Fig. 6.4C). One

feature of this model is that two buried salt bridges are formed in the dimer

interface, as first seen in the RXR0 homodimer structure. The charged lysine

(K300) on Helix 9 of one monomer forms a salt bridge across the dimer interface

with the glutamate (E327) on Helix 10 of the other. Since the charges in HNF40.

are opposite to those in RXR, HNF40 cannot heterodimerize with RXR due, in

part, to the incompatibility of the charged residues that would have to be buried

in the interface.

Charge compatibility between Helix 9 and Helix 10 as a potential predictor of

dimerization partners

Both our site-directed mutagenesis data and structural model indicate that

the charge compatibility between Helix 9 and Helix 10 plays an important role in

the dimerization properties of rat HNF40. Examination of HNF40 genes from

other species and the HNF4B and HNF4) genes shows that they all share the
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same K(X).E motif as rat HNF40. This suggests that all the HNF4 proteins are

able to heterodimerize with each other. We have shown previously that rat

HNF40 can heterodimerize with Drosophila HNF40 on DNA (Zhong et al., 1993)

although to our knowledge the heterodimerization properties of other HNF4

proteins have not been characterized.

Sequence alignment of representative members from all the other

published receptor subgroups indicates that there are five groups of receptors

based on charge compatibility in Helices 9 and 10 and capacity to heterodimerize

with RXR (Figure 6.5). The first group consists of the HNF4 genes, all of which

contain the K(X), E motif. The only non HNF4 gene that has the HNF4 charge

compatibility of Helices 9 and 10 is the Drosophila receptor dHR39 (NR5B1).

dHR39 has been reported to bind DNA as a monomer and to show no signs of

heterodimerization with USP, the Drosophila orthologue of RXR (Horner et al.,

1995). It would be of interest to determine whether dPIR39 heterodimerizes with

Drosophila HNF4.

The second group contains all those receptors known to heterodimerize

with RXR. These all have the E/D(X),62, K/R motif with the charged residues

separated by ~26 residues. There are, however, a few cases of slightly greater

spacing (up to 29, e.g., ecdysone receptor) and two cases of a non positively

charged, albeit polar, residue in Helix 10 (e.g., Drosophila USP which has a

glutamine (Q) residue and rat FXR which has a cysteine (C)). The significance, if

any, of these variations is not known but could conceivably impact the affinity

with which those receptors heterodimerize with RXR.

º
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The third group of receptors consists of a significant number of receptors

that have the same charge compatibility as RXR in Helices 9 and 10 but which do

not heterodimerize with RXR (e.g., Rev-ERB, RZR, etc.). The existence of this

group of receptors is consistent with our findings with the HNF4.EK constructs —

namely, that the charge compatibility between Helices 9 and 10 may be necessary

for heterodimerization but it is not sufficient. A more detailed analysis of these

receptors, particularly the NR4A subgroup, might uncover other motifs that

prevent heterodimerization with RXR. All four NR4A receptors have the RXR

charge compatibility in Helices 9 and 10, but thus far only three of those

receptors, NGFI-B, NURR1 and dBR38, have been shown to heterodimerize with

RXR or USP. NOR1 (NR4A3) was reported to not heterodimerize with RXR

(Zetterström et al., 1996), although weak interactions could be detected under

certain conditions and there might be as yet unidentified conditions under which

heterodimerization with RXR occurs (T. Perlmann, personal communication).

The fourth group of receptors are those that have a distinct charge pattern

from both HNF4 and RXR and include the steroid receptors which are known to

bind DNA only as homodimers and other receptors (reviewed in (Freedman &

Luisi, 1993; Glass, 1994)). Most of these receptors have a charged residue in

either Helix 9 or Helix 10 but not both, although there is often a polar residue

such as glutamine (Q), serine (S) or histidine (H) which could participate in

hydrogen bonding. GCNF is curious in that it contains two negatively charged

residues and yet it has been shown to bind DNA as a homodimer (Greschik et al.,

1999).
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The conservation and uniqueness of the K(X).E motif in HNF4 genes

leads us to propose that it be used as at least one criterion for classification as a

member of the HNF4 gene family. Using this criterion, then, a gene from the C.

elegans genome referred to as “HNF4-like" (Wilson et al., 1994) which does not

have the K(X).E motif, would not be considered an HNF4 orthologue. Likewise,

since all of the receptors known to heterodimerize with RXR thus far contain an

E/D(X), 2.K/R motif in Helix 9 and 10, we propose that this motif can be used to

indicate whether a given receptor may be able to heterodimerize with RXR.

However, it should be noted that the existence of this motif is not a guarantee

that any given receptor will heterodimerize with RXR. Finally, another

remarkable finding of this alignment is how few receptors have the HNF4 charge

compatibility compared to the number of receptors with the RXR charge

compatibility. This is particularly striking since HNF4 is known to share many of

the same response elements as RXR and several of its partners (e.g., COUP-TF,

PPAR, RAR) (Sladek, 1994), supporting the notion that the role of HNF4 in gene

expression is distinct from that of RXR.

Functional role of Helix 10 in HNF40 and other nuclear receptors

There are several studies in the literature using site-directed mutagenesis

that support the notion that the charged residue in Helix 10 (E327 in HNF401) is

important in receptor dimerization (Lee et al., 1998b; Uppaluri & Towle, 1995;

2hang et al., 1997). However, none of the studies looked only at this residue in

Helix 10 of HNF40 and none looked at the complimentary residue in Helix 9 as

we have here. The most relevant study is that by Lee et al. (Lee et al., 1998b) who
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made multiple mutations in Helix 10 of HNF401, including E327K, and

identified additional residues which, when mutated to the analogous RXR

residues, enhanced interaction with RXR or TR in a yeast two-hybrid or GST

pulldown assay (L331R and Q336R). Those mutations were not examined in full

length, native (i.e., non fusion protein) receptors for their ability to

heterodimerize on DNA. Nonetheless, their results are in agreement with ours

that the charged residue at 327 in HNF401 is important in determining the

dimerization partner but that other residues also play a role in receptor

dimerization.

The recent crystallographic structures of the RXRo:PPARY and

RXRo:RARO LBD heterodimers are also in agreement with our data and

highlight the critical role of Helices 9 and 10 in receptor dimerization (Bourguet

et al., 1995, Gampe et al., 2000). In both structures, as well as the previously

published structure of the RXRo homodimer (Bourguet et al., 1995), the dimer

interface is quite large, with the majority of contacts between Helices 9 and 10.

Hydrophobic interactions are at the core of the interface with polar interactions

affecting the specificity and stability of the dimer. As our analysis predicts, one

of those contacts is between K417 of RXR0 and a glutamic acid in Helix 9 of

PPARY (Gampe et al., 2000). And, as Lee et al.'s (Lee et al., 1998b) data suggest,

R421 and R426 of RXR0 are also important for the dimer interface. The structures

also suggest, as do our experiments with HNF4.EK#9, that the register of Helix

10 is critical for dimerization. If one residue is deleted from Helix 10 (as in

HNF.EK#9) or inserted (as in the MODY1 mutation V328ins, see below) then one

would expect the whole register of Helix 10 to be changed, thereby disrupting
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the multiple contacts made by Helix 10 and adversely affecting the dimerization

interface.

Ligand Binding

In addition to information about protein dimerization, the structural

model of the HNF40 LBD also provides insight into the issue of ligand binding.

The model predicts that, like the other receptors, the LBD of HNF40 contains a

hydrophobic pocket that could bind a ligand. We estimate that this pocket is

similar in size to that of many other receptors, suggesting that any potential

ligand for HNF40 would also be similar in size to those of other receptors

(around 320 ■ ’in van der Waals volume) (Bogan et al., 1998). This argues against

the possibility that fatty acyl CoA thioesters, proposed ligands for HNF40. (Hertz

et al., 1998), bind in the pocket, as we calculate that the thioesters have a van der

Waals volume of >850 A'. This suggests that while these compounds may bind

bacterially expressed HNF40 protein in vitro with a low affinity (~1 uM Kd)

(Hertz et al., 1998), they are not likely to act as traditional ligands.

In vitro experiments support the notion that fatty acyl CoA thioesters are not

good candidate ligands for HNF40.

To verify that fatty acyl CoA thioesters do not act as traditional ligands for

HNF40, a series of in vitro tests were performed. In the first assay, we tried to

reproduce the effect of these compounds on HNF40. DNA binding in vitro as

reported by Hertz et al (1998). We saw an appreciable increase in DNA binding

by recombinant His.HNF40 expressed in E. coli upon addition of myristoyl
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Coenzyme A (C14:0 CoA) (Fig. 6.6A, lanes 11-12), similar to that reported by

Hertz et al. However, we did not observe a similar effect on the ability of HNF40.

synthesized in rabbit reticulocyte lysate to bind DNA (lanes 1-3 and 6-8), even

though Hertz et al. mention, but do not show the data for, such an effect.

Our experience with the E. coli expressed His. HNF40 indicated that it has

a tendency to precipitate out of solution. Therefore, we hypothesized that the

effect of the fatty acyl CoA thioester might be a non specific one, perhaps

increasing the solubility of HNF40 and thereby enhancing its apparent capacity

to bind DNA. Indeed, addition of similar amounts of fatty acid-free BSA (Fig.

6.6A, lanes 16 through 20) and the non ionic detergents NP40 and Tween 20

(lanes 21 though 25 and 26 through 30, respectively) had an even greater effect

on DNA binding by His.HNF40 than did the proposed ligands. Tween 20 has

been reported to decrease aggregation of proteins without perturbing their

secondary structure (Bam et al., 1998). It is of potential interest to note that at

high concentrations (e.g., 50 and 100 p.M) CoA thioesters invariably had a

negative effect on HNF40. DNA binding (Fig. 6.6A lanes 4-5 and 13-15). The

significance of this negative effect is not known although it was not observed

with BSA, NP40 or Tween 20 (Fig. 6.6A, lanes 20, 24, 25, 29, 30). Curiously, Hertz

et al. did not show data for concentrations of the putative ligand greater than 10

pM in their shift assays even though they had to use concentrations up to 200 p.M

of the free fatty acid to see an effect on HNF40-stimulated transcription in vivo.

We next used the protease digestion assay to test the ability of fatty acyl

CoA thioesters to act as ligands for HNF40. The binding of cognate ligand to

many different receptors has been reported to induce a conformational change
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that can be detected as an increase in resistance to protease digestion, as shown

for RARO in Fig. 6.6B (see also (Allan et al., 1992; Lazennec et al., 1997)).

Incubation of radiolabeled HNF40 with a C14:0-CoA thioester had no

appreciable, reproducible effect on the resistance to protease digestion (Fig. 6.6B

top, compare lanes 9 through 15 to 2 through 8). While at one of the trypsin

concentrations there was a faint protected band visible in the presence (lane 14)

but not the absence (lane 7) of the C14:0-CoA thioester for HNF40, similar

differences were also observed with PPARQ (middle panel, compare lane 13 to

lane 6) and RARO (bottom panel, compare lane 10 and 11 to lanes 3 and 4),

indicating that the effect is most likely a non specific one.

Finally, ligands for nuclear receptors typically increase their binding to co

activators. However, the binding of "S-labeled HNF4.wt to a GST.GRIP1 fusion

protein in a pulldown assay was not specifically altered by increasing amounts of

the C14:0-CoA thioester (Fig. 6.6C top) although, as expected, retinoic acid

readily increased the binding of RARO to GRIP1 in the same assay (Fig. 6.6C

bottom). Interestingly, however, there was a slight increase in nonspecific

binding of HNF4.wt to the GST control with increasing concentrations of the

putative ligand, again indicating a nonspecific effect of these compounds. C14:0

CoA also did not alter binding of "S-HNF4.wt to the co-repressor SMRT in vitro

(data not shown, manuscript in preparation). A similar lack of positive results

was also observed in the gel shift, protease digestion and GST.GRIP1 binding

assays for palmitoyl (C16:0) CoA (data not shown).
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Fatty acyl CoA thioesters may not be good in vivo candidates for HNF40.

ligands

Fatty acyl CoA thioesters have been reported to bind to the thyroid

hormone receptor, as well as many other proteins, in vitro (Faergeman &

Knudsen, 1997; Li et al., 1993), supporting the notion that whatever marginal

effect they might on HNF40 is a nonspecific one. In fact, there are several

proteins such as acyl CoA binding protein (ACBP) and fatty acid binding protein

(FABP) that act as carriers for fatty acyl CoA thioesters inside the cell and that

have a much greater affinity for these compounds (<8 nM and 1 M,

respectively) than that reported for His.HNF4 (0.6 to 3.3 pm Kd). Since those

proteins are relatively abundant (50 and 300 p.V■ , respectively), it is difficult to

imagine how HNF40 might be able to compete with them for access to the fatty

acyl CoA thioesters. By way of comparison, cellular retinol binding protein

(CRBP) binds retinol and its derivatives with a much lower affinity (2 to 30 nM

Kd) (Malpeli et al., 1995) than do retinoic acid receptors (0.3 nM Kd) (Quick et al.,

1994). Taken all together, fatty acyl CoA thioesters do not behave in vitro as

traditional ligands for HNF40 and may not be good in vivo candidates for

ligands for HNF40.

Predictions of properties for a potential HNF40 ligand

By comparing the putative ligand binding pocket in the HNF40 LBD

model to the structures of other nuclear receptors bound to their physiological

ligands, we can begin to predict certain characteristics that a natural ligand for

HNF40 might possess (Figure 6.7). Like the other receptors, the ligand binding
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cavity of HNF4a is primarily hydorphobic in nature, suggesting an overall

hydrophobic character of the putative ligand (Fig. 6.7A). Furthermore, the polar

glutamine residue (Q) in Helix 3 of HNF40 is conserved in receptors that bind to

ligands with a keto-substituent in this position (the PR, MR, GR, and AR) while

receptors that bind other chemical motifs do not have a glutamine in this

position. For example, the ER has a glutamic acid (E) which allows it to

recognize the A-ring hydroxyl of estradiol while RARY and TRo have positively

charged residues (lysine, K, and arginine, R, respectively) which help stabilize a

carboxylic acid group in their respective ligands (Fig. 6.7B). The latter

interactions are further stabilized by a serine (S) found in the beta-turn of both

RARY and TRo that is absent in HNF40 and in other receptors that do not bind

carboxylic acids in this part of the pocket. In addition, several of the hydrophobic

positions that dictate the ligand scaffold are different from any of the known

structures although some predictions can still be made. For example, the

leucines (L) in Helix 3 of the steroid receptors, the tryptophan at the beginning of

Helix 5, and the phenylalanine in the beta-turn which help to recognize steroid

ligands are absent in HNF40. Likewise, there is no significant similarity to the

hydrophobic positions of the RARY or TRO. Taken together, these observations

suggest that the natural, high affinity ligand of HNF4a is unlikely to be a steroid

a retinoid or thyronine but rather a molecule of a chemically distinct scaffold that

has a keto-substituent (or another chemical motif with similar character) in the

vicinity of Helices 3 and 5.

7- ºf
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The role of the F domain of HNF40.

The modeled structure of HNF40, together with our experimental data on

dimerization, suggests that the biologically relevant dimer is similar to those of

RXR, ER, and PPAR. However, the partial F domain included in our model lies

as an extended beta-strand across part of the predicted dimer interface (Fig.

6.4A). This is similar, as one might expect, to the template structure from which

the model was built (the PR LBD). However, the PR was unable to form the

canonical nuclear receptor dimer because the position of the F domain obscures

the normal dimer interface (Williams & Sigler, 1998). Collectively, these results

suggest a model for the function of the F domain that involves multiple

conformations with respect to the LBD.

In one conformation, the F domain does not block the canonical dimer

interface at Helix 9 and 10. This must be the case for K300 and E327 to be

critically important in the homodimerization of HNF40 as we have shown above.

However, a different conformation of the F domain, akin to the one seen in the

PR LBD structure could block the dimer interface and prevent dimerization of

the receptor. This hypothesis requires further experimental validation, but may

suggest a role for the F domain in regulating dimerization of some nuclear

receptors by hiding or exposing the dimer interface in a conformation dependent

In la Inner.

Results from our lab and others have shown that the F domain has a

strong inhibitory effect on transactivation by HNF40 (Hadzopoulou-Cladaras et

al., 1997; Sladek et al., 1999). A 10-amino acid insertion found in the middle of the

F domain in a naturally occurring splicing variation of HNF40 somewhat

RAf
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alleviated the repressive effect of the F domain and altered the protease

sensitivity of the LBD (Sladek et al., 1999) suggesting that the F domain may

contact the LBD. This notion is supported by our structural model but does not

answer the question of the exact position of the F domain.

MODY1 mutations

Based on our model of the HNF40 LBD, the effects of those MODY1

mutations that fall within the LBD can be considered in terms of their structural

consequences (Figure 6.8). The two truncation mutants R154X (Lindner et al.,

1997) and Q268X (Yamagata et al., 1996) would terminate the LBD at the ends of

Helix 1 and 7, respectively. Both of these truncations would render the receptor

incapable of ligand binding owing to the elimination of a substantial fraction of

the residues that line the ligand binding pocket. We also previously found that

the Q268X mutant was abnormally localized in the cell, perhaps to the nuclear

membrane, and proposed it was due to a large hydrophobic portion of the

receptor that was revealed by the truncation (Sladek et al., 1998). Our model of

the LBD supports this finding, as the residues C-terminal to Q268 complete and

bury the hydrophobic core of the domain. Deletion of these helices would

expose a very hydrophobic portion of the receptor.

The point mutant V255M is more subtle and quite interesting. This

position on Helix 7 corresponds to one of the PR ligand contact residues (Fig.

6.7A) and may directly effect ligand binding. This suggests that in some MODY

patients, a change in the ligand affinity of HNF40 may lead to disease and could

* A■
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explain the incomplete penetrance and lack of a large effect of this mutation in

vitro (Lausen et al., 2000; Moller et al., 1997; Navas et al., 1999).

Another point mutant, E276Q, falls in Helix 8. This glutamic acid is highly

conserved among nuclear receptors and makes structurally critical interactions in

the packing of Helix 8 with Helices 5, 9, and 10 (Wurtz et al., 1996). Most likely,

this point mutant disrupts the packing of this region of the LBD, causing a partial

loss of function which has been observed in vitro (Lausen et al., 2000; Navas et

al., 1999; Suaud et al., 1999). The only other MODY1 mutant that falls within the

LBD is a valine insertion between amino acids 328 and 329 (V328-3291ns) (Lehto

et al., 1999). This mutant would add a residue in the middle of Helix 10, and is

similar to our HNF4.EK#9 mutant that deletes a residue in the same position.

Whereas the precise structural consequences of insertions and deletions within

helices are difficult to predict (Vetter et al., 1996), given the multitude of contacts

involving Helix 10 in the RXRo:PPARy heterodimer interface (Gampe et al.,

2000), it seems likely that either mutation would force Helix 10 out of register

and thereby negatively impact the dimer interface. Therefore, we would predict

that V328-329ins, like HNF4.EK#9, would exhibit a greater sensitivity to protease

digestion and would not bind DNA which would explain its diabetic phenotype.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Compounds

Myristoyl Coenzyme A (C14:0 CoA, Sigma) was prepared as a 1.5 mM

stock in 10 mM sodium acetate pH 5.0 and either used fresh or after one freeze

thaw of an aliquot stored at −20°C. Retinoic acid was dissolved in 100% ethanol at

a concentration of 10 mM and light isomerized and stored as previously

described (Jiang et al., 1995). Fatty acid-free BSA (Sigma) was dissolved in 10

mM Hepes pH 7.9 at 0.44 mM and stored at -20C. NP-40 and Tween 20 (Sigma)

were diluted in double-deionized water.

Plasmid constructs

The expression vector containing rat HNF401, p.WT7.HNF4.wt, has been

previously described (Jiang & Sladek, 1997). HNF4.E300K327 (EKH1) was

prepared by three rounds of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using the original

rat HNF401 clone (pf), (Sladek et al., 1990)), as template, Pwo thermostable

polymerase (Boehringer Mannheim, IN) and two synthetic oligonucleotides

containing the requisite single base changes (bold underlined) and a 16

nucleotide overlap (under lined): NE 327 E. K (5'-

AGGATTACATCAACGACCGGCAGTATGACTCTCGGGGTCGTTTTGGAAA

G C T G C - 3 '') a n d C K 30 0 K. E (5'-TCGTTG

ATGTAATCCTCCAGGCTCACCTGCACCTGTGACCGCAGCCGCTCGATCTT

GCC-3). In the first round of PCR, two DNA fragments were produced by using

a primer to the very N-terminus of HNF40, NNpf7 (5'-

CGGGAATTCCGACATGGACATGGCTGAC-3', an EcoRI site used for cloning is
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underlined) with the CK300K.E primer and a primer to the very C-terminus of

HNF40, Cpf7 (5'-GGGAATTCGCTTGCTAGATGGCTTC-3, an EcoRI site used

for cloning is underlined) with the NE327E.K primer (940C 1 min, 680C 1 min,

750C 2 min, 16 cycles, 40 ng of pf7 in a 100 plpeaction). The two PCR products

were subsequently gel purified and used in a second round of PCR without

addition of any primers (949C 1 min, 45°C 2 min, 729C 2 min, 16 cycles). The

fusion product was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis and used as

template in the third round of PCR with primers NNpf7 and Cpf7 (940C 1 min,

550C, 2 min, 720C, 2 min, 16 cycles). The resulting product, HNF4.E300K327

(EKH1), consisting of the full length HNF401 with point mutations at amino acid

300 (K to E) and 327 (E to K), was gel purified, subcloned into mammalian

expression vector p\{T7 at the EcoRI (Jiang & Sladek, 1997) and verified by

dideoxy sequencing, plv[T7.HNF4.E300K327d528 (EKH9) was constructed in a

similar fashion except that a PCR error inadvertently deleted CTG encoding a

leucine at residue 328. pMT7.HNF4.N45.C374 and pVT7.HNF4.Q268X have been

previously described (Jiang & Sladek, 1997; Sladek et al., 1998), pCMX.RXRY

(Mangelsdorf et al., 1992), pCMX.RARq (Umesono et al., 1991) and pSG5.PPARG.

used in in vitro translation reactions were generous gifts of R. Evans and S.

Green, respectively. His.HNF40 was overexpressed in E. coli using pKSET.HNF4

and purified as previously described (Jiang et al., 1997b).

Electrophoretic mobility shift analysis (EMSA)

Electrophoretic mobility shift analysis (EMSA or gel shifts) was performed

essentially as previously decribed (Jiang et al., 1995). Briefly, in vitro synthesized,

-----
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*H-leucine-labeled (TNT, Promega) or COS-expressed proteins were incubated

with double-stranded oligonucleotide probe (0.5 ng) labeled with *P-Y-ATP by

T4 kinase in the presence of nonspecific competitor DNA (0.5 to 1.0 pg/15 pil shift

reaction dIdC and sonicated denatured salmon sperm DNA; Fig.s 6.2 and 6.3 also

contained 25 ng of a nonspecific oligonucleotide). Immune complexes, or

supershifts, were generated by the addition of antisera to the shift reaction after

it had reached equilibrium (20-30 min) and incubated for an additional 15 min

before loading onto the gel. Fatty acyl CoA thioesters, BSA and detergents were

preincubated with HNF40 protein at RT for 15 to 30 min before the addition of

the DNA probe. The probes, consisting of direct repeats of AGGTCA separated

by 0, 1 or 2 nucleotides (DR0, DR1 and DR2, respectively), have been described

previously (Jiang & Sladek, 1997). COS-expressed proteins were prepared by

transient transfection followed by nuclear extraction as previously described

(Jiang et al., 1995).

Immunoprecipitation, GST pulldown and protease digestion assays

Immunoprecipitation assays using COS-expressed proteins and

radiolabeled in vitro translated proteins were performed as previously described

(Jiang et al., 1997a) using the modifications noted in Sladek et al. (Sladek et al.,

1998). GST pulldown assays were performed as previously described (Sladek et

al., 1999) using a GST fusion protein containing amino acids 563 to 1121 of mouse

GRIP1 (generously provided by M. Stallcup). Briefly, "S-labeled in vitro

translated proteins (2 to 5 pil of lysate) were incubated with 10 pil of packed beads

containing - 1.ug/ul GST protein for 1 hour at 4C. After extensive washing, the

º
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proteins were eluted with SDS sample buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and

autoradiography and quantified by phosphorimaging (Molecular Dynamics).

Protease digestion assays were performed with "S-labeled in vitro translated

proteins and increasing amounts of TPLCK-treated trypsin as previously

described (Sladek et al., 1999). For experiments with ligands, the lysates

containing the nuclear receptors were pre-incubated with ligand for 15 min at RT

before the addition of GST beads or protease. Additional ligand was

subsequently added to maintain the final concentration indicated.

Molecular modeling of the HNF40 ligand binding domain (aa 137–384)

The X-ray crystal structure of the LBD of the human progesterone receptor

(PR) (PDB 1A28, (Williams & Sigler, 1998)) was selected as a template structure

for modeling the LBD of the human HNF40 receptor because of its similar helix 1

sequence and the presence of an extended F-domain at its C-terminus. The

overall sequence similarity of the HNF40 LBD with the PR LBD was also

relatively high for two nuclear receptor that presumably do not bind similar

ligands (20% identity, evenly distributed throughout the domain). The

sequences were aligned visually based on the PR LBD secondary structure and

the predicted secondary structure for HNF40. Secondary structure prediction

calculations were performed using the neural network algorithm PRED2ARY

(Chandonia & Karplus, 1999). Residues conserved among multiple nuclear

receptor LBDs (Wurtz et al., 1996) were used to anchor the alignment. The

alignment is shown in Fig. 6.4B.

A homology model of the HNF40 LBD was built from the template
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structure and our alignment using the program MODELLER (Sali & Blundell,

1993). The side-chain positions of non-identical residues were optimized using

the SCWRL program (Bower et al., 1997) with the model backbone and all

identical side chains used as constraints. The biophysical properties of the model

were evaluated using PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993).

Ligand Volume Calculations

All ligand volumes were calculated based on van der Waals surfaces

using Sybyl software from Tripos. These calculated volumes are an internally

consistent measure of molecular volume that have proven useful for comparing

ligands and their binding pockets (Bogan et al., 1998). Volumes calculated from

solvent accessible surfaces are not the same as van der Waals volumes and

should not be confused with our measurements.
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FIGURES

The figures for Chapter 6 are found here at the end of the chapter due to the length of the
figure legends, which otherwise would disrupt the ease of reading of this chapter.
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Fig. 6.1. Rationale for the design of HNF4.EK constructs.

A. Amino acid sequence alignment of regions of the LBD known to be

involved in receptor dimerization.

Sequence (given in single letter code) of HNF401 and receptors that

heterodimerize (top, RXRO, etc.) and receptors that homodimerize (bottom,

GR, etc.) in two regions known to play a role in receptor dimerization in the

ligand binding domain: the E1 domain (also refered to as tº) and Helix 10

(previously referred to as the 9" heptad). At key residues (in bold), HNF40 is

more similar to the receptors that heterodimerize than to receptors that

homodimerize in the E1 domain. In contrast, in Helix 10 at residue 327,

HNF40 contains a negatively charged glutamic acid (E) while the receptors

that heterodimerize with RXR0 contain a positively charged lysine (K),

position 417 in RXR0. Asterisk indicate residues that have been previously

mutated in other receptors (Achatz et al., 1997; Au-Fliegner et al., 1993; Gorla

Bajszczak et al., 1999; Juge-Aubry et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1992; Lee et al., 1993;

Qi et al., 1995; Selmi & Samuels, 1991; Whitfield et al., 1995; Zhang et al.,

1994). The Dimer Motif, defined by Gampe et al. after this work was

completed (Gampe et al., 2000), is from the crystal structure of the

RXRo:PPARY LBD heterodimer. q = hydrophobic aromatic residues F, W, or

Y; W = hydrophobic aliphatic residues with a preference for M, L, V, P, A, or

I; and X = acidic residues D or E. TRB, thyroid hormone (T3) receptor B;

RARo, retinoic acid receptor o: VDR, vitamin D receptor; COUP-TFI, chicken

ovalubmin upstream promoter transcription factor I; RXRo, retinoid X
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receptor ot; GR, glucocorticoid receptor, MR, mineralcorticoid receptor, PR,

progesterone receptor; AR, androgen receptor; ERO, estrogen receptor ol. All

sequences shown are from the human genes; rat HNF40 sequence is identical

to human except for a leucine (L) in position 203 instead of a proline (P).

These and all other amino acid sequences used in this study can to found in

the N u cle a r Recept or D at a B as e a t

http://www.cmpharm.ucsf.edu/~horn/NR.

. Constructs used in this study.

Numbering reflects amino acid residues; internal numbers indicate residues

in the DNA binding (Zn-4, DBD) and ligand binding (E, LBD) domains.

Conventional nomenclature for nuclear receptor domains are given to the top

(A to F). All HNF4 constructs are derived from the rat HNF40.1 cDNA.

Shown are K300+ and E327- that have been mutated to E300- and K327+ in

the EK constructs. Due to a PCR error, EKH9 is also missing one of five CTG

repeats encoding five leucines from 328 to 322. Residue 328 is arbitrarily

chosen as the missing leucine. 0.445, rabbit polyclonal antisera raised to the

last 11 aa of HNF40.1 (Sladek et al., 1990). HNF4.Q268X is a reconstruction of

the mutation found in MODY1 patients which contains a glutamine residue

(Q) to a stop codon at aa 268 (Sladek et al., 1998). Human RXR0 is also shown,

with percent amino acid identity to HNF401 in the DBD and LBD.
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Fig. 6.2. HNF4.EK#1 binds DNA as a homodimer. J.
A. HNF4.EK#1 (EK#1) binds DNA as a homodimer. s ■ º

Electrophoretic mobility shift analysis (EMSA) of HNF4.wt (wt) and EKH1 !-
expressed in COS cells using three *P-labeled oligonucleotide probes º
consisting of a direct repeat (AGGTCA) with a spacing of 0 (DRO), one (DR1)

or two nucleotides (DR2) in the presence (+) and absence (-) of 0.445 antisera

(see Fig. 6.1C) as indicated. The complexes representing the wt (wt:wt) and

EK#1 (EK■■ 1:EK#1) homodimers bound to DNA are indicated. Arrowhead, -
r----

endogenous complex from extracts. Not shown is the free probe; all other
--

radioactive complexes are shown. A very faint complex of EK:#1 on the DRO s".

probe is visible at a longer exposure (not shown). Shown is the --
* ,

autoradiogram of the shift gel. -' (-
* . .

R_*
B. HNF4.EK#1 does not heterodimerize with HNF4.wt on DNA. ------

---

EMSA performed with DR1 and DR2 probes as in (A) using in addition the & sº
sº.

HNF4 construct lacking the AB and F domains (AABAF) (see Fig. 6.1C). *:

HNF4.EK#1 and HNF4.wt COS nuclear extracts were incubated with in vitro I
* 2: .

synthesized AABAF for 5 min at RT before the addition of probe. º//
Heterodimeric protein:DNA complexes between AABAF and HNF4.wt )/2
(AABAF:wt) but not HNF4.EK#1 are readily seen as shift complexes of --
intermediate mobility. AABAF. AABAF, AABAF homodimer complex bound to sº

DNA. Similar results were seen using the APF1 probe from the human
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ApoCIII promoter (data not shown). Shown is the autoradiogram of the shift

gel.

. HNF4.EK#1 does not heterodimerize with RXRY or RARO on DNA.

EMSA performed with in vitro synthesized 'H-labeled proteins, a DR2 probe

and antisera to HNF40 (0.445), RXRºy (ORXR) and RARO (O.RAR), as indicated.

The endogenous complex (arrowhead) is in a different position relative to the

EK#1:DNA complex since reticulocyte lysates, not COS cells, were used to

express the proteins. Similar results were obtained with the DR1 probe (data

not shown). The decrease in the amount of EKH1 shift upon addition of

ORXRY antisera is most likely due to a pipetting error as it was not observed

in other experiments (data not shown). Shown is the autoradiogram of the

shift gel.

. HNF4.EK#1 does not dimerize in solution with constructs containing

Helices 9 and 10.

Co-immunoprecipitations were performed using in vitro synthesized H

labeled proteins (defined in Fig. 6.1B) and nuclear extracts (~10 pg) from COS

cells transfected with HNF4.wt (wt) or HNF4.EK#1 (EKH1) expression

vectors, as indicated, essentially as previously described (Jiang et al., 1997a).

Input, 50% of the amount of lysate used in the reaction. None, no COS

extracts in immunoprecipitation reaction. Shown is the autoradiogram of a

10% SDS polyacrylamide gel.
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Fig. 6.3. Characterization of an HNF4.EK mutant lacking a leucine in Helix 10 –

(HNF4.EK#9). , ■ º

A. HNF4.EK#9 does not bind DNA in vitro. º R

(Top) EMSA performed with in vitro synthesized (1 pil lysate per 15 plghift L.
reaction) “H-labeled HNF4.wt, HNF4.EK#1 and HNF4.EK#9 proteins (see Fig. º
6.1) and pre-immune antiserum (PI) or antiserum to the C-terminus of

HNF401 (0.445), as indicated, on a *P-labeled DR1 probe. The HNF4.wt and

HNF4.EK#1 homodimeric complexes on DNA and the immune complexes

are indicated. Arrowhead, non specific band originating from the lysate. The

presence of an immune complex but no shift complex with HNF4.EK#9 is

indicative of the antiserum providing a dimerization motif that allows for sº "

DNA binding that is missing in HNF4.EK#9. A similar observation of DNA

binding only in the presence of antiserum was observed with HNF4.EK#9 (
expressed in COS cells on the APF1 oligonulceotide probe (data not shown). *7.

Shown is the autoradiogram of the shift gel. º
(Bottom) Autoradiogram of SDS-PAGE with 1 pil (lanes 1-3) or 2 pil (lanes 4-6) * sº

of lysate of HNF4.wt (wt), HNF4.EK#1 (EKH1) and HNF4.EK#9 (EKH9) used * º
in the EMSA shown in the top panel. The gel was treated with En’Hance as --

per the manufacturer's instructions (Sigma) before drying to detect the º
tritium. j,

º
B. HNF4.EK#9 has a distinct three dimensional conformation from HNF4.wt s

and HNF4.EK#1.
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Protease digestion assays were performed with in vitro synthesized, "S-

labeled HNF4.wt (wt), HNF4.EK#1 (EKH1) and HNF4.EK#9 (EKH9) proteins

and increasing amounts of trypsin as indicated and as previously described

(Sladek et al., 1999). The similar digestion patterns for HNF4.wt and

HNF4.EK#1 suggest that they have similar conformations. The greater

sensitivity of HNF4.EK#9, on the other hand, indicates that it has a distinct

conformation. Shown is the autoradiogram of a 10% SDS polyacrylamide gel

from one of two representative experiments.
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Fig. 6.4. Structural model of ligand binding domain (LBD) of human HNF401

A. A ribbon rendering of the human HNF40 LBD homology model (aa 137 to

384) colored in a rainbow spectrum from the N- to C-terminus. Helices 1 and

2 are shown in dark blue, Helix 3 in blue, Helix 4-5 in light blue, the beta turn

and Helix 6 in blue-green, Helix 7 in dark green, Helix 8 in green, Helix 9 in

lime, Helix 10-11 in yellow, Helix 12 in orange, and part of the C-terminal F

domain in red. Whereas the model was with the human HNF4 o sequence

and all of the experimental data is with the rat HNF4 O sequence, in this

region (aa 137 to 384) there are only 7 non identical residues between human

and rat, none of which are in the dimerization regions studied here and most

of which are conservative changes: R1540 (Human:Rat), V1601, K171R,

A176T, P203L, Y279C and P370A.

human progesterone receptor (aa 682 to 933 of form A). This alignment was

used to model the structure of the HNF40 LBD based on the PR LBD

structure. Helices are shown in yellow, beta strands in green.

about the y-axis) showing the electrostatic potential surface calculated using

GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1991). To facillitate modeling of the dimer interface,

the partial F domain (aa 376–384) was removed. In the dimer interface, K300

of the monomer on the left (blue, positive electrostatic potential) forms a

The amino acid sequence alignment of human HNF40 (aa 137 to 385) to the

. Model of the HNF40 LBD homodimer structure (opened by 180 degrees

º

A■
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buried salt bridge with E327 (red, negative electrostatic potential) on the

monomer on the right. Likewise, E327 from the monomer on the left forms a

second buried salt bridge in the homodimer interface with K300 from the

monomer on the right.
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Alignment of key residues in Helices 9 and 10 of receptor LBDs
Unified Common
Nomenclature Name Helix 9 Helix 10

Dimerization on DNA

with RXR0. Other”
aa between

Helix 9 and 10

Same charge compatibility as HNF4, do notheterodimerize with RXR
NR2A1 hhnF40. K300+ E327- - homodimer 26
NR2A2 hhNF47 K626+ E653-

-
homodimer 26

NR2A3 xHNF4■ , k298+ d^25.
-

homodirner 26
NR2A4 drinfº K364+ e391 - - homodimer 26

Nr.561 dhroo R741+ E768– - monomer 26

Same charge compatibility as RXR, do heterodimerize with RXR
Nr.261 hrxRo: E390. K417: + homodimer 26
Nr.262 hrxRB E389- K416+ + homodimer 26
Nr.283 hRxRY E391- K418+ + homodimer 26
Nr.284 dusp E430- Q457 + 26

Nr1A1 hTRoll E339- K366+ - 26
Nr1A2 hTR91 E393- K420+ + 26
Nribi hraro. D349- K376+ + 26
Nr1b2 hkARB D342. K369+ + 26
Nrib3 hrary D351- R378+ + 26
Nrict hpparo. E398- K425+ + 26
NR1C2 hp PAR■ E371- K398+ + 26
Nr1C3 hPPARY E405. K432+ + 26
NRihl dECR e583- K613+ + 29
Nr1 hº hLXRB E393- K421+ + 27
Nrl Ho hLXRo: E379. R406+ + 26
Nrihº rfxr E402- C.429 + 26
Nrlil hVDr E353- K382+ + 28
Nritz hpxr D363- K392+ + 28
Nrilo hCARn. D282- K311+ + 28
NR114 mCARB D292- K321+ + 28

NR2F1 hCOUP-TF1 E342- K369+ + homodimer 26
NR2F2 hCoup-tru e335- K362+ - homodimer 26
NR2F3 dSVP E461- K488+ - 26
NR2F4 xKOUP-TFY E318- R345+ + 26
NR2F5 zfsVP46 E310- rºº/* + 26
Nr.2F6 hCOUP-TFIII E324- R351 - + 26

NR4A1 rNGFI-B E524- rS534. + monomer/homodimer/ 28
NR4A2 rNurr1 E524- K553+ + heterodimer NR4A1/2 28
NR4A4 dhrag E478- R507+ + 28

Same charge compatibility as RXR, do notheterodimerize with RXR

NR4A3 rNOR1 E558- K584+ - monomer/homodimer 25

Nrid1 rRev-ERBC. E454- K481+ monomer/homodimer 26
NR1D2 rRev-ERBB Es25- K552+

-
monomer/homodimer 26

Nrld3 dB75A Esº- K5594. - monomer 26

Nrifl hirzRo: E443- K4694
- monomer 25

Nrifº rRZRB Q406 K432+ - monorner 25
Nrifs hrzRY E440- K465+ - monorner 24

Nr.2C1 hTR2 E522. Rs.49+ - homodirncra 26
NR2C2 hTR4 E534- R561+

-
heterodimer NR2C1/2 26

NR3B1 meRRo: E347. raze- -
monomer/homodimer 30

Nranz hERR5 Q364 Kºol- monomer/homodimer 26
Nrobo mERRY Q389 K416+

- monon-r 26

Different charge compatibility from both RXR and HNF4,do notheterodimerize with RXR

NR2D1 drirza Rºzó4. V555 homodimer 28
Nr.2el hTLL A315 K342+

- monorner 26
Nr.2e2 dTLL A382 T409 - Inonomer 26

NR3A1 hERO. H476 Q506
-

}- homodimer/ 29Nrdaz hER6 H428 N457
-

heterodimer NR3A1/2 28
NR3C1 hCR D687. Q717

- homodimcr 29
NR3C2 hmir e893– Q923 homodimer 29
NR3C3 hiºr E838- Q868

-
homodimer 29

NroC4 har D828- Q858
- homodimer 29

Nr.5A1 mSF-1 K383 + Q410
- rnc-worner 26

NR5A2 hLRH1 E417- Q444
- monomer 26

NR5A3 dftz-Fi Sø59 G986 - monorner 26

NR6A1 hccNFl E386- D413-
-

monomcr/homodimer 26

Figure 5. (legend opposite)

* r - y
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Fig. 6.5. Comparison of charge compatibility between HNF4 and other }
members of the nuclear receptor superfamily. * F.

Shown are the residues in Helices 9 and 10 analogous to K300+ and E327- of !-
rat HNF401 of all receptor subfamilies and groups as defined by the Nuclear º
Receptor Nomenclature Committee (Committee, 1999). The NROA and NROB

subfamilys, which lack the LBD or DBD, are not shown. The unified

nomenclature (NR1A1, etc.) and a common name are given. The analogous

residues were identified by sequence alignment with HNF40 and/or RXR0.

amino acid sequence using the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm (Henikoff

& Henikoff, 1992). For receptors that were difficult to align properly, S

– r

receptors within a subfamily were compared to each other, just the LBD was ----

* f
-

used and/or the position of the hydrophobic residues in Helix 10 and the AF- -: (

2 sequence of Helix 12 were used as a reference. Dimerization on DNA with º
RXR refers to heterodimer formation with RXR on DNA (+) or no

heterodimer formation with RXR (-). *Other, other types of complexes that * sº

have been shown to form on DNA (monomer, homodimer, heterodimer with * …

other receptors). Links to sequences, references and a global alignment of all

the receptors can be found in the Nuclear Receptor Data Base at º
http://www.cmpharm.ucsf.edu/~horn/NR. Dimerization properties of j.
receptors are found in published reviews (Giguère, 1999; Mangelsdorf & --
Evans, 1995; Thummel, 1997, Tsai & Tsai, 1997), other papers (Ayer et al., sº
1993; Charles et al., 1999; Cowley et al., 1997, Galarneau et al., 1996; Horner et

al., 1995; Johansson et al., 2000; Koibuchi et al., 1999; Lee et al., 1998a; Maira et
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al., 1999; Moraitis & Giguère, 1999; Ohno et al., 1994; Sutherland et al., 1995;

Zetterström et al., 1996) and personal communications (V. Laudet, V. Giguere

and T. Perlmann).
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Fig. 6.6. Fatty acyl-Coenzyme A thioesters do not act as traditional ligands for

HNF40.

A. Fatty acyl CoA thioesters do not specifically increase the ability of HNF401

to bind DNA.

EMSA of HNF4.wt synthesized in vitro (0.5 or 0.2 pil programmed

reticulocyte lysate (TNT, Promega), as indicated) or expressed in E. coli as a

His tagged fusion protein (60 ng purified protein) with 1 ng of *P-labeled

oligonucleotide probe (APF1). Proteins were incubated with increasing

amounts of the indicated additive at RT for 15 to 30 min before the addition

of probe; the incubation was continued for 20-30 min before loading onto a

6% shift gel. C14:0 CoA, myristoyl Coenzyme A; fa-free BSA, fatty-acid free

BSA; Final concentrations of the additives in the shift reactions are indicated

in pum. Shown is the autoradiogram of a 10% shift gel.

. Fatty acyl CoA thioesters do not significantly alter the protease sensitivity

of HNF40.

Protease digestion assay of in vitro synthesized "S-labeled HNF4.wt, PPARO.

and RARO in the absence and presence of 66.7 p.M final concentration of C:14

CoA performed as in Fig. 6.3B. The slight increase in resistance to trypsin in

the presence of C14:0-CoA (lane 14 v. lane 7) is most likely due to a non

specific effect as a similar slight increase in resistance is seen with PPARG.

(lane 13 v. lane 6) and RARO (lane 10 v. lane 3). Shown is the autoradiogram

of a 10% SDS polyacrylamide gel. Similar results were obtained with C14:0
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CoA concentrations ranging from 33 to 120 plM and with 66.7 plM C16:0 CoA

as well as chymotrypsin in place of trypsin (data not shown). Left, assay

performed on "S-RAR in the absence and presence of 1 um light isomerized

RA as a control. MW, molecular weight markers in kD.

. Fatty acyl CoA thioesters do not enhance binding of HNF40 to the co

activator GRIP1.

Pulldown with GST.GRIP1 (aa 563 to 1121, GRIP1) and in vitro synthesized

*S-labeled HNF4.wt and RARO was performed as previously described in the

absence and presence of C14:0 CoA and light isomerized retinoic acid (RA +

lt) as indicated and as described in Material and Methods. A non GST fusion

protein (GST) is used as a control. 10% input, 10% of lysate used in the

reaction. Shown is the autoradiogram of a 10% SDS polyacrylamide gel from

one of two representative experiments.
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Fig. 6.7. Determinants of specificity in nuclear receptor ligand binding

A. Amino acid sequence alignment of known nuclear receptor ligand contacts

from crystal structures (sequence names in bold) (Brzozowski et al., 1997;

Renaud et al., 1995; Rochel et al., 2000; Wagner et al., 1995; Williams & Sigler,

1998) compared to the aligned positions in MR, GR, AR, and HNF40. All

amino acids shown are either known to contact the ligand in a high

resolution LBD structure or are predicted to contact ligand based on

homology. The human Vitamin D receptor (hvDR) makes four additional

ligand contacts (Y143, Y147, Y293, and V300) that are not seen in the other

receptors. Dashes represent place holders in sequence (i.e., residues that do

not contact ligand). The residues shown collectively form the interior lining

of the ligand pocket for their respective LBDs. Amino acids in italics and

bold are known to make hydrogen bonding networks with the ligand.

B. Chemical structures of the natural ligands for the receptors of known LBD

structure showing the hydrogen bonding networks that recognize

hydrophilic substituents of the ligands. Arrows indicate residues referred to

in the text.
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Fig. 6.8. Structural consequences of MODY1 mutations

Ribbon structure of the HNF40 LBD model colored according to the positions

and effects of MODY1 mutations. Helix 1 is colored in yellow up to amino

acid 154, to highlight the R154X truncation site. From amino acid 155 to 268

the structure is colored orange to show the portion of the LBD that remains in

the mutant Q268X, which truncates the LBD at the end of Helix 7 (removing

the portion of the domain shown in red). The point mutants are shown in

blue and rendered as space filling. V255M is in the lower right and E276Q is

in the upper right. The position of the insertion mutant (V328-329ins) is

shown in pink in the middle of Helix 10.
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Conclusion

The results in this dissertation demonstrate the utility of combining both

computational and experimental techniques to generate novel approaches to

problems in the biosciences. For example, prior to this work, the existence of hot

spots in protein interfaces was known, but the detailed anatomy of these patches

was not well characterized. We have shown that the interaction of proteins with

protein ligands often involves a hot spot of binding affinity that consists of a few

amino acids that are usually highly buried in the interface. Peripheral residues

form an O-ring which serves to occlude bulk solvent from the hot spot. Certain

amino acids are preferred in these hot spots, such as tryptophan, tyrosine, and

arginine. Further study of protein-ligand interaction should be facilitated by the

availability of a central online data repository for alanine scanning energetics

data (ASEdb). In the future, the database will be expanded to include

experimental energetics data for protein-nucleic acid and protein-small molecule

interactions. This will allow for the study of protein hot spots to be extended

beyond protein-protein interfaces to include all of the different types of protein

ligand interactions that are critical to cellular signaling.

The requirement for ligands and their receptors to co-evolve during

divergent evolution is a well accepted aspect of cellular signaling. However, a

detailed quantitative approach to measuring the degree of co-evolution for a

family of ligands with their receptor family had not previously been reported.

The co-evolution of proteins with their interaction partners can be quantified by

applying correlation analysis to the phylogeny of divergent receptors and the

phylogeny of their divergent ligands. Using this approach, we have shown that
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the chemokines and their receptors have co-evolved. Our method provides a

framework that greatly reduces the search space for determining the interactions

of orphan receptors in this superfamily and can be extended to other

superfamilies as well. We have begun to use these results to help guide

experimentalists in their quest for discovering new chemokine signaling

pathways. In addition, this technique is not limited to the originally intended

use. It can be readily extended to any interrelated systems for which

phylogenies can be made. Currently, there is no accepted method for building

small molecule phylogenies. However, if such a method is developed in the

future, our approach to quantifying co-evolution could be extended to protein

receptor families that bind small molecule ligands, such as the nuclear receptors.

The nuclear receptors' natural ligands have very diverse chemical

scaffolds including thyronines, steroids, retinoids, and (most likely) eicosanoids.

This great ligand diversity had led to a quandary in the field. How could closely

related receptors bind clearly unrelated ligands? After the discovery that nuclear

receptor LBDs encapsulate their ligands within the hydrophobic core, we

generated an easily tested hypothesis that the size and general properties of the

ligands were conserved and the apparent chemical diversity was accommodated

by each receptor presenting a subtly different, but highly specific, binding

pocket. The natural hormone ligands of nuclear receptors were shown to have

conserved volumes despite their divergent chemistries, confirming our

hypothesis. This provides a useful framework for discovering both natural and

synthetic ligands for nuclear receptors, many of which are important drug

targets.

A
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By extending the analysis of nuclear receptor ligand binding to include the

structure and sequence of the LBD, we have suggested approaches to the design

of synthetic ligands and the prediction of natural ones. Since discovering high

affinity nuclear receptor ligands using only experimental techniques has proven

to be very difficult, our approach is an important use of computational tools for

the study of nuclear receptor biology. Despite the established view that many

orphan nuclear receptors do not have high affinity natural ligands like the

steroid and thyroid receptors, we argue that PPAR-Y and HNF40 most likely

have high affinity natural ligands that have yet to be discovered. In the future

we hope to see this approach develop into an algorithm capable of predicting the

properties of nuclear receptor ligands from primary sequence. While this will be

challenging, the potential impact on understanding cellular signaling and

treating human disease makes it a worthwhile task. As genomic information

becomes available, the quality of data for this type of analysis continues to

improve. We are in the process of applying an early version of this technique to

the C. elegans genome in an attempt to categorize the nematode nuclear receptors

by their predicted ligand scaffold.

We also combined homology modeling and experimental data to explore

the dimerization determinants of nuclear receptors. From a structural model of

HNF40, we find a specific charge pair involved in determining dimerization

partners, which helps to explain why HNF40 is an obligate homodimer despite

its similarity to RXR. Because the dimerization partner of a nuclear receptor is an

important determinant of its physiological action, the ability to predict
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dimerization partners from sequence with reasonable accuracy should prove

useful to many systems besides the HNF4 subfamily.

Good quality model structures are very useful for mapping mutations and

learning about the possible structural and functional consequences of each

mutant. Our model of HNF40 illustrates the structural consequences of MODY1

mutations. They clearly cause a loss of HNF40 function by severely disrupting

the LBD structure. This helps to specifically implicate the loss of structural

integrity of the LBD in causing type 2 diabetes in this patient population. As

new mutations are found in the study of diabetes, they can easily be mapped

onto our model and the possibility of guiding structure-based drug design efforts

may develop if the mutations fall in the vicinity of the ligand pocket.

We have applied a wide variety of computational approaches in the

context of experimental data to pursue the answers to several difficult questions

in cellular signaling. It is our belief that the future of the biological sciences will

see further integration of computational techniques with experimental results to

the great benefit of the field as a whole.
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